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Give the unique gift of award
winning equine art

Íslands Hestar
Award winning photographer
Gígja Einarsdóttir’s first show
in North America!
fiftytwo main street, millerton, ny
www.martinagatesfotoworks.com
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Dutchess County, Columbia County and
beyond, we’re here to insure your world.
The Brad Peck Agency in Copake has long-standing ties to its community. It is one of the oldest hands-on agencies and in all of its years
of operation it has provided a personalized approach to writing property, casualty, commercial, home, auto and above all, life insurance.
The agency provides superior service regardless of where their customers lay their hats, the agency is registered in New York, Connecticut, Massachusetts, New Jersey, New Mexico and Florida. They are ready today, as they have always been, to insure your world.

Brad Peck, Inc.

Brad Peck Inc.
1676 Route 7A
Copake, N.Y. 12516
P. 518.329.3131

The Lofgren Agency
6 Church Street
Chatham, N.Y. 12037
P. 518.392.9311

Hermon T. Huntley Agency Inc.
Tilden Place
New Lebanon, N.Y. 12125
P. 518.794.8982

Auto • Home • Farm • Business & Commercial • Life, Health & Long Term Care

From our family to yours, Taylor Oil Inc. &
Taylor Propane wish you & your family
A Happy & Healthy Holiday Season!
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Taylor Oil Inc., is a family owned and operated local business, serving the local communities for the past 80 years.
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A VERY HAPPY HOLIDAY
SEASON TO ALL OF OUR
READERS!

MAINstreet
MAGAZINE

I would like to wish you and your family

the very best this holiday season! I have
nothing but warm-and-fuzzy feelings when
I think about the holidays and upcoming
holiday season … well, it gets warm and
fuzzy once all of the presents and holiday
food have been taken care of and are on the
premises. After they are secured, I then feel
warm-and-fuzzy because I think about my
family, and sharing special moments with
them. Sure, we eat a wonderfully prepared
meal and we exchange gifts together, which
we spent hours thoughtfully dreaming up
and finding and then wrapping. But that
isn’t what the holidays are about. Of course
if you look at the holidays from a religious
perspective, it has little to nothing to do
with the likes of gifts and Christmas trees.
But for me, the holidays are all about family.
At Thanksgiving we take a moment to
give thanks, but I think that we should also
do that at Christmas-time. I feel that we
need to stop and contemplate what it is that
we are thankful for more than just once a
year (at Thanksgiving), and we should also
contemplate who we are thankful for. In
light of the recent attacks in Paris (which
have just taken place at the time of this writing), I think that we are all faced with the
reality of how quickly things can change.
And so, it is so important to stop, and to
think about what truly matters, and what is
truly is important. To me, it is family, kindness, and joy.
Take care of thy neighbor

On a global scale, we are in essence all family for we share this world together. So in the
spirit of this holiday season and in the spirit
of kindness, I ask you to think of those less
fortunate. Ask yourself what you can do
to make their holiday a little more special?
Mary O’Neill has written a wonderful piece
about Charles Dickens’s A Christmas Carol
in this issue, and at the end of the article we
have listed a number of local organizations
and events where you can donate food, toys,
or your time.
If there is one thing that you do this holiday season that will make a true difference,
it is doing something completely selfless
and helping a complete stranger. Can you
imagine what would happen if every person
were to pay it forward and do something
nice for a complete stranger? Imagine what
a wonderful world we would then be living
in! Let’s make it happen, let’s pay it forward!
Happy holidays.
- Thorunn Kristjansdottir
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Winter brings with it many beautiful
features. Winter frost with the setting
sun lighting up the background, behind the frost is one of them.
Cover photo by Lazlo Gyorsok
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$975,000

Circa 1870 Victorian Farmhouse
PINE PLAINS

PINE PLAINS

$1,600,000

Circa 1850 Colonial

$713,895

Picturesque 36.61-Acre Proposed Lot

PINE PLAINS

MILLBROOK

$595,000

This 1920 Traditional Home
$740,000

Prime 70-Acres Of Commercial Land

MILAN

$399,000

Wooded Parcel Of 46.81 Acres

Millbrook 845.677.0505 · Rhinebeck 845.876.6676

paularedmond.com
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artist profile

a life sculpted in

BRONZE
DANIEL MURRAY,
SCULPTOR

By CB Wismar It never fails. Every welcoming
weekend in Kent draws families to
the shops and cafes, and draws kids
to Daniel Murray’s bronze mountain
lion sculpture that guards Kent Wine
& Spirit on Main Street.
Life-sized and eerily menacing, the
cat is a great attraction for families
wanting to get one photograph that
will prove that the kids, between begging for a cup of hot chocolate and
wanting to know when they can go
home, had a great time, too.
It’s no surprise that people are
attracted to his sculptures. Dan Murray invests a great deal of his own
environment and experience into the
animal forms that he brings to life
through the arduous art form of lost
wax bronze casting. When a work can
take between four and 12 months to
complete, there is a great deal of time
for personal reverie and reflection.
The investment is not a small one,
and the results reflect the hours and
pure talent it takes to start with an
idea, and end with a bronze form that
will endure for centuries.

arts@mainstreetmag.com
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The road to becoming
a sculptor

After a stint at the US Merchant
Marine Academy and the mandatory
training voyages around the world,
Dan settled on painting and sculpture
as his real passion. His father had been
a commercial artist, so paints and
brushes were easily accessible at home.
From the time he can remember, there
was always art at the center of his life.
With a freshly minted degree in
painting and sculpture from the University of Connecticut, Dan headed to
New York to ply his trade as a portrait
painter … and an actor … and a
bartender. His voice and face paid the
rent, his open personality created a
circle of friends (and led him to meet
his wife, dancer and actress Alina
Hernandez), and his search for the
room and physical context to create
not only portraits but his sculptures
led him to the hills above Macedonia
State Park in Kent. When a bout with
cancer in 1999 cut his acting career
short, it was time to make the move –
to the land of hawks and bobcats and
mountain lions.

hawks and his beloved dogs, have
come to be his signature work after
the encouragement of beloved local
sculptor Paul Suttman, who created
truly imaginative sculptures in his
South Kent studio before his death
in 1993.
There are other classic artists
whose influences can be seen in Dan
Murray’s engaging work. Le Nantec’s
female forms, Bugatti’s great menagerie of bronze animals that set the
standard for animaliers in the early
20th Century and, certainly, Auguste
Rodin. Like Dan, they each worked
An artist’s inspiration
through the process of sculpting in
As artists mature, their influences and clay, creating plaster molds, meticupersonalities become more evident.
lously pouring in hot wax, building
Dan Murray openly identifies Lucien ceramic shell molds, transporting
Freud as an influence on his paintthem for foundry workers to pour in
ing, and gently smiles when David
Hockney is mentioned. His sculpture,
these life-sized exceptionally strong
presentations of mountain lions and

Above, top: The
bronze hawk.
Above: Daniel
Murray, the
sculptor.

artist profile

molten bonze and waiting …. waiting
to see what would emerge for the
artist to weld, sand blast, bathe in acid
and polish until the crouching mountain lion or vigilant hawk brilliantly
appears.
Murray’s classical training, his
appreciation of the masters, and
his vivid imagination dramatically
intersect in the mythical forms he
creates as a pleasing counter balance
to his realistic animal sculptures.
“Artists have created forms and figures
that reflect not only the real, but the
mythical and imagined, as well,”
muses Murray. Gargoyles, griffins and
chimera were all an enduring part of
the culture from ancient civilizations
up to the present. Sculpture can be as
much social, political, and spiritual
commentary as it can be striking art.
And, it endures. It is not crumpled up
like yesterday’s newspaper and soon
forgotten.

head is elegantly cosmopolitan with a
hairdo reminiscent of the fashion days
of Rudi Gernreich and Andre Courreges. The body is a sleek “designer
dog” form, with wings. Then comes
the tail. Is it a hair dryer? A sprinkler
head? For Murray, it is indicative of
the march toward technology. “It
ushers in the era of the drone…” says
Dan. Elegant sculpture and the artist’s
reflection of contemporary culture.
The Greek mythological reference to
less than good luck resonates in this
American Sphinx.
The heroic-sized chess set

The marriage of classical context with
contemporary social commentary
comes vividly to life in the heroicsized chess set currently under development in Murray’s studio.
“The queen began with a nod to
‘The Woman of Willendorf ’ (fertility
figure estimated to have been carved
25,000 BCE) and went from there,”
The Sphinx
he says with a smile. With almondIn Murray’s words, “American Sphinx shaped eyes and a classically beautiful
is just that – a reflection of our culface, she is both lovely and primally
ture.”
powerful.
The striking sculpture in question
The king is a different matter, alis reminiscent of the sphinx creations together. “Recall ‘Ming the Merciless’
of Egypt, but the traditions of half
from Flash Gordon, add a bit of a self
human/half animal figures range from portrait – make sure it doesn’t look
Assyrian culture to India, Sri Lanka,
too much like Lenin – add an English
Cambodia, and the Philippines to
goatee and notice the similarities to
the age of Greek mythology where
Walter White (lead character from
the sphinx represented bad luck, even Breaking Bad). The Bowler hat is still
an option.”
destruction. The mind and cunning
of the human being matched to the
Murray finds great promise in the
strength, courage, and ferocity of the creation of these chess pieces. Not
animal. That is the sphinx.
only do they capture his uncanny
Dan Murray’s sphinx appears mild capacity to embrace the natural grace
enough, at first glance. The woman’s and danger of the animal kingdom,
but their execution weaves in social
commentary, mythology, and his own
ironic sense of humor. “The bishop
is a distrustful bobcat. The rook
places the head of a hawk on top of
a column. I just picked up the cloak
from the foundry and can’t wait to see
what it will look like. It can be either
a shield, or wings.”
The knight in Murray’s set is not
the classical horse head figure, but
rather a mountain lion that appears
to be ready to pounce. In the game
of chess, the knight’s movement is

limited – two squares forward and one
on the diagonal. It does not run free,
but pounces, and so will this lion.
At first encounter, the pawn is
innocent and lovable. It is a puppy –
homage to Dan’s love for his dogs. But
moving around the piece, one finds
not a tail, but a crank. “He’s the foot
soldier on the board, and the authorities can always turn his ‘crank’ to
make him do their will.” There is the
other side to this chess piece, however,
and Dan acknowledges it with his
knowing smile. “Don’t forget. The
pawn can also become the queen.”
Dan Murray’s sculptures can be
seen at the Ian Ingersoll Studio in
West Cornwall as well as The Granary
Gallery on Martha’s Vineyard. Easier
access might be to visit www.murraysculpture.com and experience the
grace and power of his work. Or,
there’s the opportunity to drive down
Route 7 into Kent and join the families taking pictures of Dan’s mountain
lion. •

Above, top: American Sphinx. Above:
A detail of the
bishop’s face, the
distrustful bobcat.
Left: The chess
king. All photos
courtesy of Dan
Murray.

To learn more about Dan Murray visit his
website at www.murraysculpture.com or see his
pieces in person at the locations mentioned above.
Are you an artist and interested in being featured in Main Street Magazine? Send a brief bio,
artist’s statement, and a link to your work to arts@
mainstreetmag.com.
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Charlotte Taylor
home accessories • gifts • the nursery
32 Main Street, Millerton, NY

t: 518-592-1800

info@CharlotteTaylor.net

The Cord King
Firewood

Specializing in kiln dried hardwoods
Offering firewood from managed,
renewable forests for over 15 years
Guaranteed full cord
SARAH & JEFF VIOLA 845-797-6877
cordkingllc@gmail.com

“Let the KING throw a log on your fire!”
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Pizza • & more!
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C
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friendly faces

friendly faces: meet our neighbors, visitors and friends

Michael Lampro has been the co-owner of Sweet William’s Bakery in Salisbury, CT for four years. He is a
Becket, MA native, is now a resident of Salisbury, but
still owns a home in Becket. His expertise in the business lies in everything coffee, and that is his role in the
business, letting his partner handle the baking duties.
Michael was trained at Barrington Coffee Roaster’s years
ago and prides himself on serving a high quality product.
He also enjoys interacting with the many regulars that
frequent the establishment. To boot, he is an accomplished photographer and his photos adorn the walls of
the bakery. In his free time he plays guitar, likes mountain biking, hiking, theater, dining out, and travel. He is
ever aware and appreciative of the landscape and beauty
of the Northwest corner and the surrounding area. So
what’s the sweet of the day?

Pat Best is the co-owner of Best & Cavallaro Real Estate
in Salisbury, CT. After graduating from Boston College
she worked in the real estate syndication business in
Boston until moving to New York City in 1985, where
she and her husband started a family. They moved to
Lakeville from Manhattan in 1992 to give their children
the opportunity to enjoy growing up in the country. Pat
started Best & Cavallaro with her partner, Mardee Cavallaro in 2006. An active fundraiser, volunteer and leader
in our community, Pat served as President of the Board
of Directors of Tri Arts for over 15 years. Aside from her
busy real estate career, Pat loves to renovate houses (a selfconfessed HGTV addict), she is a singer and guitarist,
an avid tennis player, and loves to cook. We think that
makes her quite the quadruple threat!

Will Carter, proprietor of Pine Plains Fine Wines, says
it’s a wonderful experience to own a wine shop! Meeting people from all walks of life, continually learning,
and being inspired by an 8,000 year-old tradition of
winemaking, and getting to share all of this with customers and friends. “I never dreamed 14 years ago when
we bought the shop that this would be so important.
We taste every bottle in the store – fortunately my liver
has held out!” Good food goes with all of this wine,
and cooking for family and friends is a great pleasure,
particularly during the holidays. Music is also a part of
Will’s holiday traditions. Somewhere in his past, Will
was a Juilliard-trained classical organist, giving Christmas
concerts at St. Patrick’s every year. Ahead of your holiday
feast this year, stop in and say hi to Will and check out
his many offerings.

Rob Maher, driver and dispatcher for Herrington Fuels
since 1996, says without a doubt that the best part of
his job is interacting with folks in the community. Rob
is also active in his church, the Columbia County 4H
program, enjoys hunting, fishing, spending time with his
family, and two companions, Nellis and Bentley. Born
and raised in Maysville, Kentucky, he met his wife in Las
Vegas while they were both serving in the Air Force. They
married in 1986 and moved to Copake in 1988. “I love
the hills and dales, the woods and climate. I’ve met so
many wonderful people and found this to be a great place
to raise our two children, Amanda and Colton.” For the
holidays Rob spends time with family, eats (a lot), and
reflects on everything that he is thankful for.

Kathy Wismar, a Falls Village resident, is a ceramic artist
and painter whose studio in Kent Green serves not only
as her creative workspace, but as a colorful gallery of her
work. She has worked in clay since taking an introductory wheel throwing class forty years ago in Santa
Monica, California. Clay is one of the oldest art forms
and a medium that is as fresh today as it was 10,000 years
ago. Her clay work, which is functional items that can
be displayed with pride then used on the dinner table, is
as colorful as are her abstract paintings. The Northwest
corner is an artists’ haven, Kathy offers. “I love the colors,
the characters, and the gentle ebb and flow of life that
make every day here a chance for discovery.”

Anthony Silvia was born with artistic skills running
through his veins. His mother paints and he refers to her
as a “culinary artist.” His dad creates sculptures, paintings, and makes signs. “I have been working with my
hands for 20 something years doing carpentry and sign
making.” Until recently, Anthony never really embraced
his sign making skills. Every time he creates or restores
a sign, he holds his dad’s ability as a standard. Anthony
also enjoys painting (some of his work is on display at the
Black Rabbit Bar and Grill), and playing guitar in a band
called Spacesuit Monkey. This holiday season Anthony is
looking forward to eating delicious food, spending time
with family, but most importantly being with his 13 year
old son.
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From the bottom of the well to the top of the glass…

Nature brings you joy.
We bring you nature.

Drilled & Hydroflushed Wells
Installation & Servicing of Pumps
& Water Conditioning Systems
IGSHPA Geothermal certified

Joe Flood, owner
(518) 325-4679 • eswd@fairpoint.net • hillsdale, ny
Mass. Lic. #101, 704 & 949 • NY. Lic. #10061 • Conn. Lic. #85 & 364

Bird feeders, bird houses,
bird seed, & so much more
(413) 644-9007 • www.wild-birdstore.com
783 South Main Street, Great Barrington, MA

518-789-3365 main street, millerton, ny 12546

Saperstein’s
department store
Established 1946
Quality clothing & footwear for men, women & children at the best prices
Hours: Mon-Sat 9-6 Sun 11-4
And many other
fine brands

5916 North Elm Avenue, Millerton, NY

518-592-1700
518-592-1701

COZZY’S MONDAY MADNESS!

Large Cheese pie – $9
Medium Cheese pie – $7
pick-up only, 5–7pm

LUNCH & DINNER HOURS:
GRASSLAND
FARM
LAKEVILLE, CT Lee Farm.
Rare opportunity
for 314 acres that
Grassland
Farm100
offersacres
153 pastoral
acres
located in
the Taconiccorn
section
of
feature over
of open
farmland
producing
and
Salisbury
near Twin
Lakes.
In addition
to the open
farm
has
hay, building
sites
with
exceptional
views
of land,
bothGrassland
Lakeville
fourLake
houses
barns.
The land Mountain
has been subdivided
and is in
toand
theseveral
east and
Winchell
to the west.
farmland
490.land
Beautiful
long views
of Taconic
Range.
$5,995,000.
Additional
available.
MLS:
L148693
$6,900,000

Monday & Wednesday
Lunch: 11am-2pm, Dinner: 4-9pm

Thursday & Friday
11am-9pm

Saturdays
12-9pm

Sundays
John Harney | williampitt.com
c: 860.921.7910 e: jharney@williampitt.com
Lakeville Brokerage 346 Main Street, Lakeville, CT
Each Office Is Independently Owned and Operated.
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12-8pm

Like us on Facebook!
Tax not included in price. Toppings extra. Cannot be combined with other offers.
Pick-up or delivery. Free delivery within 7 miles.

local business

The wine merchant of Shekomeko
INTERVIEW WITH NEAL ROSENTHAL OF MAD ROSE GROUP, ROSENTHAL WINE MERCHANT

By Christine Bates
christine@mainstreetmag.com
After learning about field-to-glass whiskey in last
month’s Main Street interview with Jeff Baker of Hillrock Estate Distillery, we decided to explore the world
of European wines with Neal Rosenthal, one of the
most highly regarded importers of French and Italian
wines in the United States. The home of the Mad Rose
Group can be found on a Shekomeko hills farm in the
Town of North East, NY. Between Irving Farm Coffee Roasters, Harney & Sons tea, Hillrock Distillery’s
whiskey, and Mad Rose’s Rosenthal Wine Merchant,
are we becoming the premium beverage capital of the
country?
What does a wine importer do exactly?

We search out traditional, family-owned vineyards
in Europe, purchase cases of wine directly from
the vineyard for importing to the United States,
arrange and pay for shipping to the US, pay all
the customs duties, and transport and store the
wine in our warehouse in Queens. Rosenthal Wine
Merchant sells our wine directly to retail wine
stores and restaurants in New York, Connecticut,
New Jersey, and Southern California, and through
distributors in the rest of the country. Our wines
are available in 42 states. We just haven’t found the
right distributor in the states where we don’t sell,
like North Dakota and Alaska.

Above: Rosenthal exploring new territory in Calabria, Italy this autumn. Photo courtesy of Neal Rosenthal. Below:
The back label on every bottle of wine that Rosenthal imports hasn’t changed in 35 years. These two bottles represent the lowest and highest prices for Rosenthal wines currently in stock at Salisbury Wines in Salisbury, CT. The
Côtes du Rhône is $15.00 while the 2012 Chambolle Musigne is $156.00. Only 200 to 300 cases of Chambolle Musigne are imported to the United States in any given year and Salisbury Wines was fortunate to secure six bottles.
Photo by Christine Bates.

are not fruity; they evoke the soil, the climate, and
the history of where the grapes are grown. In a way
it is farm to table. You know who produces the
wine and how, and exactly where it comes from.

over the liquor store from my parents. My idea was
to buy them out and, in a few years, write the great
American novel. The store was so small that it had
no bathroom. Gradually I began talking to the wine
distributors that came into the store and started to
Wine reviewers often use words like ‘hints
learn about wine. My grandparents had emigrated
of strawberry with chocolate undertones.’
from Eastern Europe and wine had never been part
Does that make sense to you?
You are known for selecting very specific
of our family’s culture.
That is such bullshit. And assigning wines numeritypes of wine. How do you describe your
The owner of the apartment building across
cal scores. And those annoying shelf talkers in wine the street in this very wealthy part of Manhattan
taste?
stores – those little tags sticking out with a number suggested that I take over two retail spaces on the
First of all I only select wine that I like. I don’t
and a few words. Wine evokes something different ground floor and move the store to a larger space. I
buy wine because I think it will sell. I am drawn
in everyone.
to wines that embody the “terroir” of the place
decided to make it an all wine store and invested all
where the grapes are grown. These wines have had
of my money in fixing it up. My father helped pergeographical and cultural connections for hundreds You started out as an international tax
suade Chemical Bank to lend me $25,000 to make
attorney, how did you end up in the wine
of years and are produced by families who grow
lease hold improvements. We were a curiosity at
their own grapes and make their own wine. Wines business?
the time – the only liquor store that sold only wine.
imported by Mad Rose’s Rosenthal Wine Merchant My father owned an old-fashioned pharmacy on
Customers came in to visit my French poodle.
Lexington Avenue in New York City. It was open
It was a very tough time for me. Paying off the
every day from 6 o’clock in the morning until 9 at
loan,
paying the rent, paying alimony. Remember
night. In those days pharmacies usually had lunch
that
my
loan was at Prime plus 2% and prime
counters. That’s a tradition that goes back to the
went
up
to 23.5%. I had nothing and I lived like
nineteenth century when Coca Cola and other
a
Bohemian.
concentrates were prescribed by the pharmacist
and mixed with seltzer. Eventually my father sold
When did you start sourcing your own wine
the pharmacy, but retained the lunch counter in the directly?
back and turned it into a very small liquor store,
My first exploratory trip was to California in 1979.
very small.
I located some excellent sources and started selling
Despite being on law review at Columbia, I nev- these wines in New York. Early the next year I went
er really enjoyed being an attorney. There’s a trap
to Italy and that was really the beginning.
in doing something well that you don’t like. One
Continued on next page …
day in 1977 after being a lawyer for seven years I
just stopped. I got divorced from my high school
girlfriend, moved to a small apartment and took
MAIN STREET MAGAZINE 11

local business
Left: Salisbury Wines
carries 30
wine selections from
Rosenthal
Wine Merchant. The
Sancerre on
the far left
is the most
popular.
Photo by
Christine
Bates.

How did you know what to do?
Where to go?

I guess I just had a knack for finding the right
people and confidence in my taste. I only buy for
people who share my taste. I learned Italian and
improved my college French. Language is the front
door of any culture. You must speak the language. I
am not a negotiator. I just ask the price. And I don’t
have any written contracts with any of my producers. It’s all a handshake. In my view it’s not the best
policy, it’s the only policy. We actually created a
market for some of our early producers who had
never bottled and sold wine under their own label.
We put them in business.
How many vineyards do you work with?
Where are they located?

We work with over 100 producers. 60% are from
France and about 35% from Italy. The remaining
5% is sourced in Spain and Switzerland.
Do customers in wine stores ask for a
Rosenthal wine?

Absolutely. We are the brand on the back of the
bottle. Our label hasn’t changed in 35 years.
How much do your wines cost in a retail
store?

First of all price is not an indicator of value. You
could find our lowest priced wine for $12 and our
highest at $400 a bottle. For me $400 is way too
precious. Most of our wines sell between $25 to
$40 a bottle.
What are the trends in the wine
importing industry?

we have another five people handling administrative tasks. Our employees stay with us because we
respect them, and some of them have made a good
deal of money working here.

being updated and we are constantly revising and
improving our site. In the next year or so we will be
adding more videos and educational material.

Where did the name Mad Rose come from?

My passions are writing, running, piano, dogs, life.
I don’t consider my business work.

The Mad Rose Group is a combination of the first
syllables of Rosenthal, my last name, and my business and life partner’s last name, Kerry Madigan.
Kerry does all the work and I’m the front man of
our business. My mother and father always worked
together, maybe there’s a theme here.

There are two distinct trends happening at the
same time. There’s growing commercialization of
wine brands with an emphasis on advertising and
marketing, and simultaneously a parallel track of
higher quality and greater sophistication.

And what personal traits have contributed
to your success?

What has been the key to the success of
Rosenthal Wine Merchants?

What advice would you have to a starting
entrepreneur?

Not only do we have the best wines, we also have
the best service. We have total control over our
product because we have our own warehouse,
unlike most importers who rent space in someone
else’s warehouse. If a restaurant in New York runs
out of wine, we can restock the next day. If Harvard
Business School studied our business they would
say we have way too much inventory. But our inventory guarantees availability to all of our clients.
And of course, just like Hillrock, our inventory
continues to increase in value.
Our excellent service is due to our personnel. We
have incredible people working with us. We have
eight sales people who cover the country. Some
of them have been with us for 25 years. We have
another 12 people in our warehouse operation, 11
of whom are Haitians. Wonderful people! Then

You have to really love what you are doing, believe
in yourself, be prepared to sacrifice, and work like
a dog. You have to be doing the right thing and
doing it well.
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Discipline. I learned discipline from cross-country
running. It extends to everything you do from law
school to business.

Did the downturn during the financial
crisis hurt your business?

Our business was down 12% to 15% for nine
months when the crisis hit, but we didn’t panic.
Since 2010 we have had double-digit growth every
year. Downturns are actually a great time to start a
business.

What are your passions?

What is most difficult about your business
and most satisfying?

The difficult part is that it takes hold of you and
won’t let go. It’s really not glamorous and it’s physically challenging to be on the road for an elevenday foreign trip, visiting four or five producers a
day and working 18 hours every day. For me the
most rewarding part is affecting the lives of so
many people that are linked to the business.
What other wine areas are interesting to
you? Where’s your favorite place to drink
wine?

Greece and Germany have potential, but forget
about China and Australia. My preference is to
drink wine at home. The contents of 750 milliliter
wine bottle demand to be shared – it’s too much for
one person to drink.
What’s the next step for you?

A few years ago we interviewed some investment
bankers and they recommended selling the company. But why would I want to do that? •

To learn more about Neal Rosenthal and the wine business acquire a copy of Neal Rosenthal’s “Reflections of a
Wine Merchant,” on a lifetime in the vineyards and cellars
How important is the Internet to your
of France and Italy. Published in 2008 by Farrar, Straus
business?
The Internet made it possible for us to conduct our and Giroux. To learn more about wine marketing, Napa
business here in the country. We moved up here 21 and “terroir” watch the 2005 documentary “Mondovino”
that includes Neal Rosenthal, Robert Mondavi, and Robert
years ago. Our website www.madrose.com is always Parker.

Rebecca Welsh
– proprietor

By Your Side Since 1904

By Your Side Since 1904
HOME HEALTH • HOSPICE
HOME ASSISTANCE SERVICES
Local, community based, professional care
that puts the patient first
Exceptional & experienced care
that has earned SVNA national recognition

860-435-0816

Three Dimensional Coloring
Soy-Based Color

Shear Illusions Salon LLC
ALL PHASES OF HAIR CARE

www.salisburyvna.org
By Your Side In The Communities Of
Canaan, Cornwall, Falls Village, Goshen, Kent, Lakeville, Norfolk, Salisbury, Sharon, Warren

860 364 5111

SHARON SHOPPING CENTER, SHARON, CT 06069

serving new york, connecticut & massachusetts

Holiday Greetings!

Scott D. Conklin

Funeral Home, Inc.



518-789-4888 or 518-592-1500
37 Park Avenue, Millerton, NY
www.conklinfuneralhome.com

Scott D. Conklin
owner / manager

®

We have that special gift for that special someone…
110 Rt. 44, Millerton, NY 12546 next to CVS • (518) 789-4649 • www.elizabethsjewelry.com
Open 7 days a week December 1st through Christmas • Hours: Monday–Thursday 10-4:30 • Friday 10-5:30 • Saturday 10-3 • Sunday 12-4
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CROWN
ENERGY CORP.

We’re on the move!
Energy for your lifestyle

Do you have a hard to heat area? Would
you like to supplement your electric heat?

SERVICES:

Propane • Heating Oil • Diesel Fuel • Gasoline
Kerosene • Heating Systems • Service
Installations • 24 Hour Service

1 John Street, Millerton, NY 12546
(518) 789 3014 • (845) 635 2400
www.crownenergycorp.com
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• Propane space heaters are a perfect option to boost the
temperature of the rooms you are in without over heating
your home or the areas that are unoccupied.
• Propane space heaters heat up an area quickly because you
are only relying on them to heat a smaller area.
• Some are programmable, meaning you can set your heater
to shut off at night or when you leave your home, then to
automatically turn on to be warm and cozy when you get
home or using the space.
• Propane space heaters are cheaper to run than their electric
counterparts.
• With so many different types of propane space heaters to
choose from, it can be difficult to figure out what will work
best for your needs. Our service department will be happy
to assist you in selecting the right propane space heater to
get the job done.
• Our knowledgeable service department can explain the
many safety features and efficiency options.

healthy living

seasonal effects?
By Thorunn Kristjansdottir
info@mainstreetmag.com
I was in the bar area at the Harpa Conference
Center in downtown Reykjavík, Iceland over a year
ago, waiting to be seated at one of Harpa’s chic restaurants. Above the bar was a neon sign that simply
stated “Scandinavian Down.” At the time I found
this to be peculiar, but I didn’t pay any real heed to
it. That sign recently popped back into my mind’s
eye when I found myself engaged in a conversation
about Vitamin D deficiencies and seasonal depression. “But of course!” I said to myself. That neon
sign now made complete sense for it was Icelandic
humor, and the sign was implying that the way to
cure seasonal depression (in Iceland) was to go to
the bar and have a drink.
Don’t misunderstand me; I’m not making
light of seasonal depression, nor am I saying that
seasonal depression’s cure comes in liquid, alcoholic
form. Far from it. In contrast, in the days since I
remembered that sign, I’ve been thinking about the
severity of seasonal depression – and might I add
that it is fitting for we now find ourselves in the
longest and darkest month of the year!
Seasonal depression

The correct name for seasonal depression is Seasonal Affective Disorder, or SAD. Essentially, and
in layman’s terms, it is when the darkness of winter
(and everything that comes with it) affects a person
more than most, and can result in depression. But
to quote Wikipedia, and to give you a more accurate definition of this disorder:
“Seasonal affective disorder (SAD), also known
as winter depression, winter blues, summer depression, summertime sadness, or seasonal depression,
is a mood disorder subset in which people who
have normal mental health throughout most of the
year experience depressive symptoms in the winter
or summer. … The US National Library of Medicine notes that ‘some people experience a serious
mood change when the seasons change. They may
sleep too much, have little energy, and may also feel
depressed. Though symptoms can be severe, they
usually clear up.’”
When I was in college and studying psychology
we covered SAD, and I will always remember one
example in the textbook about this disorder. The
textbook compared percentages of the population
suffering from SAD in New York State to those in
Iceland. The reason that this stuck out for me is
that I am Icelandic and I lived in New York State.
I grew up in Iceland, and so I have spent plenty
a winter there. Iceland is an island in the North
Atlantic, so the winters there can be pretty tough,
to say the least.
What this Icelandic saga has to do with any-

thing is that in the winter, it’s dark. And it’s dark, a
lot! And it can be pretty brutal and cold. December
22nd is the shortest day of the year, where Iceland
has about two hours of daylight. And so from
growing up with that and knowing people who
suffered from SAD in Iceland, I was very intrigued
to learn that the result of this comparison was that
New York State has a higher percentage of seasonal
depression than Iceland does. I would have thought
that it would be the opposite, for at least here in
the Northeast we have a full day of daylight, versus
only a few hours in Iceland.
I was and am fortunate for SAD never really
affected me. But I will admit that one of the things
that I truly hated about Icelandic winters was getting up when it was pitch-black outside and coming home and it was already dark again. Likewise,
I really don’t like when they change the clocks here
in the US in the fall, and we lose an hour. Why do
they do that? Who likes it being dark at 5 o’clock
anyway? But that’s a topic for another day.
Seasonal depression is something that does
affect quite a few people and you can find various
websites to read up on it and its symptoms if you
want more details than the few I’ve provided here.
All of the research that I did, and all of the knowledge that I have of it, all directs people suffering
from SAD to speak with their doctor or healthcare
professional because there is help to be had.
Vitamin D deficiencies

According to just about every doctor that I’ve ever
spoken to, they have said that most of the population is Vitamin D deficient. I found numerous
figures and one stated that about one billion people
worldwide are Vitamin D deficient. Additionally,
some of the sources that I’ve read say that people
often don’t realize that they have a deficiency
because they think they are getting enough D from
the foods that they eat. But that’s just not the case.
We do get Vitamin D from certain foods, yes,
but it is usually only in small amounts. It is naturally found in fatty fishes like sardines and tuna,
and Vitamin D has been added to juices, cereals,
and dairy products, which you can see on the label
that that foodstuff is marked as being fortified with
the vitamin. But according to WebMD, between 80
and 90% of our Vitamin D comes from sunlight,
and therein lies our deficiency.
How many of you wear sunblock? How many
of you work indoors? Sunblock blocks the sun’s rays
(which is good), but it is also not so good. When
you stay out of the sun, yes you avoid the harmful
rays of the sun, but you also don’t get sun exposure
and therefore don’t get Vitamin D.
Vitamin D is super important for our wellbeing, as are most other vitamins and minerals. As
I’ve often stated in this column, you should at least

once a year get all of your levels tested when you see
your primary doctor for that yearly check-up. And
at the follow-up appointment, you should discuss
your levels with your doctor in depth so that you
know where your body is at, and what you need to
either add or watch.
Vitamin D is the only vitamin that is also a
hormone. It is important in so many functions of
the body, and here are just a few examples to give
you an idea: it helps your heart, blood vessels, fights
high blood pressure and high cholesterol; it helps
with muscle weakness, diabetes, rheumatoid arthritis, asthma, bronchitis, and tooth and gum disease;
it helps fight/treat weak bones or osteoporosis, and
other bone related illnesses like bone pain, loss,
fractures and breaks; it can also help prevent cancer;
helps to boost the immune system and prevent
autoimmune diseases; it is also responsible for contributing to our intestine’s absorption of different
minerals like magnesium, zinc, calcium, and iron;
and so the list continues.
But Vitamin D is also important for our mental
health, and here is how my conversation about
Vitamin D deficiencies tied into SAD. According to an article that I found on Psychology Today’s
website, Vitamin D activates our genes that help
to regulate our immune system and then release
such neurotransmitters as dopamine and serotonin.
These neurotransmitters affect both our brain development and function. “Researchers have found
vitamin D receptors on a handful of cells located
in regions in the brain – the same regions that are
linked with depression. SAD, a mood disorder
featuring depressive symptoms, occurs during the
dark times of the year when there is relatively little
sunshine, coinciding with the sudden drop in
vitamin D levels in the body. Several studies have
suggested that the symptoms of SAD may be due
to changing levels of vitamin D3, which may affect
serotonin levels in the brain.”
I am not a medical professional, nor do I claim
to be an expert, but as we find ourselves in the
longest and darkest days of the year I thought it
appropriate to discuss these two issues, which may
be linked. And by being aware of SAD, in particular, we can both be aware of our own bodies and
help to keep an eye on our family and friends and
recognize symptoms. As I always say, if you think
that there might be something wrong, speak with
your healthcare professional or advise that your
loved one see their doctor.
Be your own advocate and take the best care of
yourself and those that you love. Have a happy and
healthy holiday season. •
Web links: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vitamin_D and https://
www.psychologytoday.com/blog/the-breakthrough-depression-solution/201111/psychological-consequences-vitamin-d-deficiency
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15 years in business • Oil, Propane, Solar Thermal, Geothermal and Biomass
heating systems • HVAC system design and installation • HS Tarm and Froling wood boiler dealer and installer • New construction, renovations and
service of all Heating, Air Conditioning, Plumbing systems and well services
Williston B. Case III, Owner

Ruge's has 2 locations in Rhinebeck & also in Copake • New & Used Subarus,
Chrysler, Dodge, Jeep, RAM, GMC & other fine vehicles • Personal &
Commercial • Sales, Service, Parts • Family operated since 1935 •
www.rugesauto.com

Fully Insured / License # P1 0280455 SI 0390683 STC 0000179 HIC 0634668

FACTORY LANE

AUTO REPAIR, INC.
FOREIGN & DOMESTIC AUTO REPAIR

George Lagonia Jr, Inc.

Fine Home Builders & Custom Cabinetry
www.lagoniaconstruction.com
e-mail: george@lagoniaconstruction.com
phone (518) 672-7712 • fax (518) 672-7578 • p.o. box 201 • spencertown, ny

Dominick Calabro - owner
(518) 398-5360 | 3 Factory Lane, Pine Plains, NY 12567

POWER FOR TODAY. AND EVERY DAY AFTER.

Service your generator
before Winter

Generator sales, installation, servicing & repairs.
We service all brands of generators including
KOHLER, Briggs & Stratton, Generac,
Winco, Siemens, Honeywell, & GE.

Quality Electrical Services
Residential & Commercial Electric
New Construction & Renovations
Generator Installation

(518) 398-0810 • 40 Myrtle Avenue, Pine Plains, NY • Berlinghoffelectrical.com
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tales of a farm groupie

hudson-chatham winery:
DISCOVERING TERROIR IN THE HUDSON VALLEY
By Memoree Joelle
info@mainstreetmag.com
History. Terroir. Dirt. Rocks. Fruit. Wine. Those
are the key words Hudson-Chatham Winery uses
to describe their philosophy and approach to winemaking. I had the privilege of a private tour and
tasting with owner Carlo DeVito, who is a also a
published author and editor, with over twenty years
experience as a wine editor.
Hudson-Chatham is DeVito’s first venture in
wine production, and he and his wife, Dominique,
purchased the property in Ghent in 2006. They
chose the site for its soil quality (it was previously
a dairy farm) and geological position, which makes
it ideal for a vineyard. The couple is leading the
way in growing hybrid grapes, which are hearty and
well suited for the Hudson Valley, and also produce
traditional vinifera wines from grapes grown in
neighboring vineyards.
Winemaker and grape historian J. Stephen Casscles, also an attorney, has won the winery numerous
awards over the years, and recently took on a project cataloging all of New York State’s wine grapes.
The rest of the staff includes vineyard manager
Greg Esch, vineyard specialist Mike Pagnani, cider
maker Ron Bixby, farm manager Ralph Cooley
III., tasting room manager Bryan Van Deusen, and
Karen Mink, a sales associate in the tasting room.
The DeVito family also includes sons Dawson and
Dylan, who grew up helping out on the farm.
Recently, a second tasting room was opened in
nearby Tannersville, giving the public two destinations for some of the Hudson Valley’s finest, awardwinning wines.

Above: Perfect terrain for growing wine. Below: Carlo DeVito, owner of Hudson-Chatham Winery.
Photos courtesy of Hudson-Chatham Winery.

a comparison, I would liken it to a French Morgon.
Like a light Pinot Noir, it is pleasant and shows red
fruit and bright acidity. While I am not too keen
on drinking pure native grapes (though they deserve their own place on the beverage map), hybrids
wonderfully bridge the gap between purely indigenous grapes and vinifera, some of which might not
show their character as well in a cold place. Hybrids
Leading the way in Frenchlike the ones produced by Hudson-Chatham offer
American hybrids
a more intimate experience of the Hudson Valley’s
North Creek Vineyard, the estate vineyard of
local flavor.
Hudson-Chatham Winery, is made up of five acres
The winery sources grapes (and apples for cider)
of hybrid grapes including Seyval Blanc, Baco Noir, from other local vineyards as well, including two
and Chelois. These are the grapes that intrigued
vineyards owned by winemaker Stephen Casscles.
me, in particular the Baco Noir, known for its
Hudson-Chatham produces single-vineyard wines,
rustic and hearty nature. Because of its ability to
premium wines, and everyday drinking wines,
withstand very cold temperatures, it is a premier
alongside cider, sherry, and dessert wines.
grape in cooler climates like the Hudson Valley.
Thick skinned and therefore deeply pigmented, it Terroir – Burgundian tradition on Hudson
contains higher levels of resveratrol (that popular
Valley soil
wine antioxidant) and often has nuanced flavors of Terroir (how a particular region’s climate and
cherry, cedar, and wildflowers. Baco Noir lends it- terrain affect the taste of a wine) is a word most
self to being made in whatever style the winemaker frequently associated with the Burgundy region of
chooses, whether it is dark and heavy or lighter, and France, where every bottle offers up a unique expemore feminine. Hudson-Chatham is producing the rience depending on its precise growing location.
latter. It’s all about red fruit, and finesse.
Continued on next page …
Chelois, another French-American hybrid, is
produced in small quantities, and if forced to make
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Similarly, Hudson-Chatham wines are descriptive
of their place; earthy, mineral-driven, with subtle
fruit. Visiting the winemaking facilities – which
were comprised of a few sheds and former dairy
barn that once held the same equipment now used
to make the wine – was also akin to what you’d
expect to find in Burgundy. Vastly different from
Bordeaux or the Napa Valley with their pristine
new barrels and tasting rooms adorned with crystal
chandeliers, this was more like visiting a true working farm. I was reminded of those small family
plots in France whose cellars smelled of yeast and
a pleasant muskiness when Carlo showed me the
tanks and the barrels. Nothing fancy here, and
nothing to hide, either. These are handmade wines;
all unfined and unfiltered, pressed in small basket
presses, and aged in used oak barrels acquired from
other wineries.
All of the wines can best be described as foodfriendly, are lower in alcohol, and ready to drink
now, though a few can be cellared for several years.
After tasting the full line-up of reds, I was impressed by all of them, but a few stood out. The
Baco Noir Reserve, from Casscles Vineyard, was
full of bright cherry aromas, followed by a luscious, medium-long finish. It is perfect for holiday
meals, and would compliment a variety of meats
and cheeses. I also tasted the Old Vines Baco Noir,
made from grapes grown on 60+ year-old vines; the
Empire Red, which is a blend of both hybrids and
vinifera, and a bit fleshier than the others.
The most interesting red, however, was the Middle Hope Baco Noir, grown on Casscles Vineyard

Above: Harvest time. The winery uses small basket presses and whole cluster fermentation. Below: A bottle of
Hudson-Chatham’s award-winning Baco Noir. All photos courtesy of Hudson-Chatham Winery.

in Middle Hope, New York. More layered than
some of the others, this one can be aged for a number of years, and wavers between fruit – forwardness and pure earth, with a hint of that barnyard
quality so many Burgundy purists seek out.
Vinifera, old-world style

Beyond hybrids, Hudson-Chatham is producing
pure vinifera wines as well, including a Merlot that
has been highly praised by wine critics in publications like Wine Enthusiast and Wine Spectator,
among others. A Malbec is included in the line-up,
and as someone who generally avoids that grape,
I was surprised by how much I enjoyed it. With
green pepper notes and a wonderful inky color, it
holds up to the more typical big-bodied malbecs
without being overpowering. I didn’t get a chance
to try the Cabernet Franc, but the 2012 vintage was
awarded 88 points by Wine Enthusiast.
Cabernet Franc is increasingly becoming the
most popular red wine grape on the east coast,
where it is well suited to the growing conditions.
In Europe it is used largely as a blending grape, but
here it gets a chance to stand on its own, and at
Hudson-Chatham, it is a rising star.
Sherry, baby

Because there weren’t any open bottles of sherry on
hand to try, I was offered the rare honor of a barrel tasting. Most of the sherry is made into cream
sherry to meet popular demand, but I was lucky
enough to get to taste it dry. Good sherry can be
hard to come by around here, so I braced myself. I
was not disappointed.
This sherry was exactly what sherry should be –
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only the slightest hint to sweetness, nutty, slightly
viscous, rich, smooth, and with a long, succulent,
savory finish. With its warmth still in my chest, we
visited the small building that contains the solera
system it gets made in. If you’re not familiar with
sherry-making, solera is the traditional system used
in Spain, where fractional blending results in a
product that is a mixture of ages. True to its method, the sherry made here is complex and flavorful.
Drinking history, dirt, rocks, and fruit

I left the winery that day with a bottle of Old
Vines Baco Noir. Cold weather was moving in,
the harvest was complete, and all the grapes had
been pressed and were fermenting. In fact, there
was little evidence of the magic that was happening
silently inside those tanks and barrels. In the quiet
of the bare trees and winter sun, there was only one
thing to do; drink the history, terroir, dirt, rocks,
and fruit that make up what we call wine. •
In addition to wine and sherry, Hudson-Chatham
produces dessert wines and cider, maple syrup, and offers a
variety of locally made cheeses and other edibles for sale in
their two tasting rooms.
Visit Hudson-Chatham Winery’s website to read more
about their vineyards, wines, and history: www.hudsonchathamwinery.com, and visit their tasting room locations in
Ghent and Tannersville. For more information, call (518)
392-WINE.

Everything you need
to make your pet’s
holiday a happy one!
Catering to the needs of the
well-loved pet since 1993
Monday – Friday: 9 to 5:30; Saturday: 9 to 5
333 Main Street, Lakeville CT
(860) 435-8833

Complete site construction • Homes, pole barns &
sheds • Specialty work: tiling, flooring, stairs & railings, kitchens & baths • Refinishing • Woodworking •
Carpentry • Ice & snow damage • Fully insured
518.929.7482 • www.naileditbuilding.com

NAILED IT
Building & Construction

We’re Back.
In limited quantity: The “44 Special” from
The Perfection Fly Reel Company.
“The Swiss watch of fly fishing reels.”
“Magnificent. At first I thought he named his
company in something of a fit of delusional
grandeur. I was wrong. They are perfection.”
Artisan built by hand of Nickel Silver
and Titanium, individually serial
numbered, 2.5” diameter.

From our family to
yours this holiday season.
FRESH • ALL NATURAL • HOLIDAY WARMTH

518.398.6455
www.ronnybrook.com

860.480.0476 • West Cornwall, CT. • info@PerfectionFlyReel.com

The Country’s Largest Display of
Unique Slabs and Burls

Berkshire
Products

Sheffield, MA 413-229-7919
www.BerkshireProducts.com
info@berkshireproducts.com
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Lightning Protection!

Horse Leap, llc
A specialty tack shop

3314 Route 343, Amenia, New York 12501
(845) 789-1177 • www.HorseLeap.com • Closed Tuesdays

MADSEN

OVERHEAD DOORS
Fast, friendly service since 1954

518-789-4603
845-373-8309

www.alrci.com

Make Your Marble Shine Again!

Marble Floor Polishing
Polishing • Honing • Cleaning • Sealing
Floors • Showers • Countertops

Marble • Slate • Limestone • Granite • Terrazzo • Soapstone

Tile Repair &
Installation
•
•
•
•

Regrouting
Grout coloring
Sealing
Mexican tile
reﬁnishing
• Cleaning services

Madsen Overhead Doors oﬀers numerous door options to ﬁt any budget!
Residential, Commercial & Industrial Doors, Electric Operators,
Radio Controls, Sales & Service.
673 Route 203, Spencertown, NY 12165
Phone (518) 392 3883 | Fax (518) 392 3887
info@madsenoverheaddoors.com
www.MadsenOverheadDoors.com
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Stone & Tile
Services
Ziggy Oskwarek
860 913 4473 • PO Box 1013 • Canaan, CT 06018

Visit us at www.StonePolishingct.com

real estate

View
Point

CLEARING LAND FOR A
VIEW, A BUILDING SITE,
A ROAD, OR A MEADOW

By Christine Bates
christine@mainstreetmag.com

Above: Looking out at the view from a kitchen on Belgo Road. Below: Views from a Lakeville home.
Photos courtesy of Elyse Harney Real Estate.

woods, examining topographical maps, and consulting with excavators and landscapers. A Catskill
view from Skunk’s Misery Road in Pine Plains was
confirmed when the buyer paid $40 to have someone climb up a tree and take a photo.
The owner of 33 Ore Hill Road in South Kent
shared the process of creating a forever view. The
six-bedroom house with 40 acres and a pool is now
on the market for $6 million (see photo on next
page).
“Once we decided to build our house at the top
Big views sell houses
of our original plot of land in South Kent, we knew
“The only time I ever sold a property from our
we wanted it to fit in naturally and not stand out.
website without the buyer actually visiting the
This decision dictated not only the type of house
property was because of the photo of the view
we would build, but also the design of the land on
from Belgo Road,” according to Elyse Harney of
which the house would sit. The hill at that time
Elyse Harney Real Estate. She guesstimates that as was totally wooded. We were not aware of the
many as 10% to 20% of home seekers are adamant magnificent view that was out there until we started
about a view – about the same number as want
taking down a few trees to start the project. While
to be secluded surrounded by trees in the woods.
the house was being designed, additional trees were
Both Harney and Katherine Dunlop, of Katherine taken down very judicially for the house site. Some
Dunlop Real Estate, agree that western views that
might have just clear-cut the area because of the
capture the last moment of the day and the sunset impact of the view; but we left standing many trees
are the most sought after.
(all great oaks) that to this day weave in and around
the house, some in front of the view. We’ve had to
The view that built the house
add lightening rods to several since they remain
Finding a spot to build a home with a view, or just close to the house.”
a open, cleared site can involve hiking through
“The house site is probably about only three
acres and the cutting was done by our designer/
architect/builder who had studied with Frank Lloyd
Wright and had an instinctive eye for nature and
how it interacts with housing. The really cool thing
is that we used all of the trees we took down … and
the stone recovered from blasting the foundation.
Through the use of a portable mill that resided on
the hill for about six months all of the beams, and
all of the floorboards in the house came from those
great oaks. And all of the stone used inside and out
of the house for fireplaces, siding, and stone walls
also came from the site… Also many large boulders
The silhouette of the Catskills stretches across our far
Western horizon. The Taconic Mountain chain lines
New York’s border with Connecticut and Massachusetts and the Berkshires rise east of the Housatonic
River. This is still a land of expansive views in all
directions, but sometimes you can’t see the view for the
forest or the trees. This month’s Main Street real estate
article examines the benefits and challenges of clearing
land to build a house, put in a driveway, or open up a
view to the sky.

were meticulously placed alongside of the climbing driveway to prevent erosion and to add to the
aesthetic of the approach.”
How to go about clearing the land

Before you begin cutting down trees, first investigate any local restrictive regulations. For example
Connecticut has rules about how many stumps you
can bury. Ancram and Amenia in New York have
rules about building on ridgelines. Some towns
require permits to clear land.
Landscapers and excavators stress the importance
of judiciously clearing the land. “I love trees,”
said Florian Thomas, a contractor in Sharon. “I
always try to save the white and red oaks, and the
sugar maples.” Identifying valuable trees like black
walnut that can be sold can reduce the final cost
of land clearing. Leaving key specimen trees will
increase the desirability of the property dramatically. Erosion must be considered on rocky hill
tops. Frank Duncan of Northwest Landscaping in
Millerton, NY said the best time to clear land is
in the spring or fall – the off-season for landscapers. But you should consult with your landscaper
when the leaves are still on the trees. Consult with
arborists about the types of trees on the property,
their age and health. Don’t over harvest. Duncan
reminds, “There’s no way to hit rewind when it
comes to land clearing. Make sure your decisions
are informed.”
Everyone Main Street consulted about clearing
land for residential purposes agreed that commercial loggers are not the best alternative. Their prices
may be lower, but Duncan observed that they typically have a disregard for nature, and damage trees
they don’t cut.
Continued on next page …
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How much does It cost?

Every project is different, depending on size, slope,
soil conditions, type of vegetation, and disposal
of sawdust, chips, and stumps. There is no simple
answer. The website www.homewys.com estimates
around $8,000 to clear an acre in our area. Duncan
says that most clearing jobs are on half an acre to
one acre and can involve as much pruning as actual
tree removal. Drew Hingson of Klemm Realty has
seen a range of $2,000 to $10,000 an acre, depending on the method, the extent of the “grooming,”
and the wallet of the owner. Frank Duncan agreed
with a mid range of $4,000 to $5,000 per acre, but
cautions the price could rise to $12,000 an acre if
all stumps were removed and a lawn seeded. Jim
Murphy, who has a reputation for artfully clearing
land and a long waiting list of clients, provided a
ballpark estimate of $4,500 to $7,500. Additionally, the gravel road required to get to the site would
cost $30 to $60 a linear foot

Above: Magnificent views of
the Catskills were revealed
after clearing 15 acres on this
Skunk’s Misery Road property in
Pine Plains. Photo by Christine
Bates. Left: Sky views from the
living room at 33 Ore Hill Road
in South Kent. Photo courtesy
of Randy O’Rourke and William
Pitt Sotheby’s International.
For a video of the view go to
http:vimeo.com/99663829.
Below: Land before and after a
herd of goats browsed on the
brush. Photo supplied by Renta-Ruminant.

How much is it worth?

If you know what you’re doing and buy at the right
price, clearing land and adding the infrastructure of
driveways, roads and utilities can be very profitable.
Dunlop estimated that land is 25% to 30% more
valuable once cleared, or as she calls it, “groomed.”
John Panzer, who specializes in selling raw land for
Elyse Harney Real Estate, sited a large parcel in
Millbrook which was purchased for $500,000. Artfully divided into five estate sized lots with views,
each then sold for $500,000.
Drew Hingson, Klemm Realty’s land specialist,
cautions the range is wide. “You could triple the
value or come out with little or no profit.”
Dunlop, Hingson, and Panzer all agreed that
raw land prices, view or no view, remain depressed.
Hingson estimated that prices in Columbia County
are two thirds lower than at the height of the
market, and 50% less in Dutchess County. Dunlop
says that the prices of land sold now range from
$12,000 to $15,000 acre, “If you’re lucky. It’s very
hard to get $20,000.” Other brokers reported price
levels as low as $7,000 an acre for some properties
to find buyers.
In 1998 Elise and Arnold Goodman had been
looking for a private property with a view for eight
years before hiking into the woods on Skunk’s
Misery Road with realtor Katherine Dunlop. She
showed them where a Catskill view might be and
they reconfirmed it with maps and aerial photographs. They paid $350,000 for 165 acres, built a
mile long, gravel road, selectively cleared some of
the land and erected a contemporary Dutch barn
home. “We had no idea that the view would be so
panoramic, so expansive from North to South.”
They have now parceled off 50+ acres with the
same magnificent view, which is on the market
through Drew Hingson for $1,150,000.
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Rent a goat – organic land clearing

With no noise, no fumes, no clippings to discard,
and no scattering of seeds to grow back next year,
some property owners are renting goats to help
them eliminate brush and even poison oak. This
is especially effective in deeply sloped areas and
wetlands where it would be difficult for humans or
machines to tackle the job. Locally at the Vanderbilt Mansion in Hyde Park, goats graze on seven
hilly acres and at Wilderstein mansion in Rhinebeck they keep the underbrush under control.
Seattle-based Rent-A-Ruminant’s founder,

Tammy Dunakin, estimates that in these difficult
situations, a herd of goats would do the job for
75% less than humans. She calculates that a herd of
around 100 goats working 12-hour days could clear
an acre of waist high brush in four days. If you are
interested in starting your own rent-a-goat business,
Dunakin is now offering franchises globally and
hopes to be the Starbucks of land clearing goats.
(www.rentaruminant.com). •

BRINGING YOU THE BEST LOCAL FOOD

TO BUY THE BEST LOCAL FOOD IN THE HUDSON VALLEY – FROM THE HUDSON VALLEY – VISIT THESE LOCATIONS:
Millerton Agway in Millerton, NY • Bywater Bistro in Rosendale, NY • Boitson’s Restaurant in Kingston, NY • Hudson Hil’s in
Coldspring, NY • Phoenicia Diner in Phoenicia, NY • Red Devon in Bangall, NY • Roundout Music Lounge in Kingston, NY •
The Local in Rhinebeck, NY • Jack’s Meats in New Paltz, NY • Adams Fairacre Farms in Poughkeepsie, NY • Adams Fairacre
Farms in Wappinger, NY • Adams Fairacre Farms in Newburgh, NY • Associated in Rosendale, NY • Bistro-To-Go in Kingston,
NY • Gigi’s Market in Red Hook, NY • High Falls Food Co-Op in High Falls NY • Honest Weight Food Co-Op in Albany, NY •
Nature’s Pantry in Fishkill NY • Nature’s Pantry in Newburgh, NY • Otto’s Market in Germantown, NY • Sunflower Natural
Foods in Woodstock, NY • The Cheese Plate in New Paltz, NY
If you’d like to carry our products and see a full list of our retail locations, please visit our website.

www.hv-harvest.com
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Ho-Ho-Ho
not

Ho-Ho-Hum
This store is special. Come enjoy our fabulous
selection, friendly service, lavish case discounts
and stunning gift wrap.
Bottle of cheer.
That even sounds good, doesn’t it!

SG

trattoria

SAN GIORGIO

Holiday specials

There are two main roads in Pine Plains. We’ve moved to the other one.
Route 199, two blocks west of the stoplight, going toward Rhinebeck.
The drive is beautiful.

Darren P. Mercer
Architect, pllc

Architecture & Interior Design

32 Flintlock Ridge Road, Katonah, NY 10536
tel: 914-391-4490 • darrenpmercer@gmail.com
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Live music
every Sat

Brunch
Sat & Sun

845 677 4566
3279 Franklin Ave., Millbrook, NY 12545
www.trattoriasangiorgio.com

myth?

IS THERE A

Santa Claus?

By Allison Guertin Marchese
info@mainstreetmag.com
Not far from Millerton, a bit north and a bit east,
is the town of Valatie, New York. Its original name
was Vaaltje, which is Dutch for “little falls.” The
town also has a few other names including “The
Yuletide Village,” declared by the Columbia County Chamber of Commerce in 1950 because of the
outstanding holiday decorations created by nearly
every shop and home along the main streets. How
Santa became such a strong portion of Valatie’s history goes back a bit further, indeed.
The Santa Claus Club

Back in 1946 the first Santa Claus Club in the
country was created by fifteen former soldiers
who used their military pay to buy gifts and bring
holiday cheer to families who were suffering due
to the closure of the town’s mills. In 1947 another
veteran of the Italian campaign by the name of
William Farrell took it upon himself to be sure that
no child was forgotten at Christmas-time in Valatie.
At the time, the town created the Boys’ and Girls’
Christmas Committee and Bill decided that he
would visit each of the 247 children and give each
a gift. Out of his own funds, Bill bought presents
and dressed up like Santa, and on Christmas Eve
he personally visited “as many homes as he was
permitted,” according The Chatham Courier.
Bill was able to afford this generosity for another
season, but when he couldn’t the following year, the
whole town pitched in to help and three assistant
Santas were appointed to make deliveries. All kinds
of businesses donated money, from the big mill
owners to the lawyers and merchants. Bill was in
charge of the collections and when the money was
finally turned over, he again purchased upward of
250 gifts. News of the Christmas committee spread
and others joined. As a result the Santa Claus Club
in Valatie still exists today.

Photo source: istockphoto.com contributor Melpomenem

The question was asked and was answered
every year thereafter

Santa Claus. And after she passed away, her grandson Jim Temple who lived in Valatie, continued to
Santa Claus holds another piece of Valatie’s history. tell Virginia’s story. During her interview with the
Virginia O’Hanlon Douglas died on May 13, 1971, Times Union back in 1963 she concluded by saying
at the age of eighty-one, in a nursing home in Va- “In closing, may I say with Tiny Tim, A Merry
latie and is buried in the Chatham Rural Cemetery. Christmas and may God bless us all everyone.”
It turns out that Virginia was the famous little
eight-year-old girl who wrote a letter to the editor From The Amenia Times
of The New York Sun, Francis P. Church, asking “Is Closer to home, seasonal sentiment frequently apthere a Santa Claus?”
peared in area newspapers in the late 1890s. This
The editor’s reply is now a Christmas classic.
piece ran on Christmas Eve in the Amenia Times
Church wrote in his editorial on Tuesday, Sepin 1896.
tember 21, 1897, “Yes, Virginia, there is a Santa
“The White Christmas has arrived and now
Claus.” The editorial would run each year in
children are on the qui vive for the jingling of Santa
newspapers across the country and in The Sun until Claus’ bells and the trampling of little hoofs of his
it went out of business in 1949.
famous reindeer team and the cheer voice of their
Virginia would go on to live most of her life
patron saint as he shouts now Dasher, now Dancer,
in New York City as a school teacher, but when
now Prancer, now Vixen, now Comet, now Cupid,
she became ill she moved in with her daughter in
now Dunder and Blixen. How it revives childhood’s
North Chatham, NY. Local lore has it that she
memories and we never seem to grow old in their
loved how Valatie honored the spirit of Christmas remembrance and although our heads may be whitand Santa Claus. According to The Albany Times
ened by age, our limbs grow feeble and faltering yet
Union in 1963, Mrs. O’Hanlon Douglas, residnever while time with us lasts can or would we foring in North Chatham made a Christmas wish
get our childhood’s Christmas … The holiday trade
which seemed to be a lifelong mission for her, and in our village has been larger than ordinary. Hawley
that was to keep the spirit of Christmas in schools reports his sales as beyond his best expectations.
so that children may not lose any part of their
Trip has no cause to complain. Hotchkiss & Eggheritage. And a few years before she died, Virginia leston have constant flow of customers and Smith’s
O’Hanlon read the Francis Pharcellus Church edi- shoe store in the Brick Block is thronged. The post
torial to a group of school children in Valatie which office comes in for a good share and James Finch
was recorded on the local WTEN television station. is carrying away fine pieces of his choice furniture.
Oddly, later in 1965 on a cold December
McArthur can hardly get out sausage to supply the
night, Virginia answered a knock on the door of
demands of his customers. Deakin has turkeys by
her daughter’s home in North Chatham to find
the wagon load.”
children selling Christmas cards. Seconds later a
Happy Holiday! And please support your local
neighbor also knocked to tell she and her fambusinesses this season. •
ily that their house was on fire. Luckily they all
escaped unharmed, though a third of the house was
destroyed.
It seems that throughout her life, Virginia
responded to letters to her about her affection for
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Happy Holidays!
Outdoor
Power
Equipment
sales – service - parts 860-824-7276 Fax 860-824-7759
337 Ashley Falls Rd (Route 7)
Canaan Ct 06018
WWW.CRANESOPE.COM

Sales: Rich Crane, richie@cranesope.com
Sales: Brian Cavanaugh, brian@cranesope.com
Service: Todd MacNeil, todd@cranesope.com

Our family serving your family for over 100 years

Kenny Funeral Homes
& Monuments Inc.
Brian F. Kenny
Owner

PO Box 12 • 41 Main Street
Sharon, CT 06069
(860) 364-5709

PO Box 561 • 39 Maple Avenue
Norfolk, CT 06058
(860) 542-5621

briankenny@kennyfuneralhomes.com

Complete Design,
Installation & Service

(845) 876-7085

At your farm or at our hospital, we provide a full
spectrum of care for your horse’s needs. From our
field veterinarians to our equine surgeons to our inRhinebeckEquine.com ternal medicine specialist, we’ve got you covered!
26 Losee Lane
Rhinebeck, NY 12572

Thank you to all of our readers,
advertisers, supporters, and
well-wishers. From all of
us at Main Street, we wish
you a HAPPY & HEALTHY
HOLIDAY season!

MAINstreet
MAGAZINE

Sales • Service • Installation
Residential • Commercial
Competetive Pricing
Automatic Route Deliveries
Forklifts • Construction
Heat • Hot Water • Cooking
Budget Payment Plan

Jennings & Rohn

Specializing in:
• Gas Warm Air Systems
• Centrail Air Conditioning

800-542-2422

Prompt Professional Service
Carlson … for Customers
who insist on Safety & Quality

800-542-2422

www.carlsonpropane.com

www.carlsonpropane.com

Serving Northwest Corner Since 1979

Division Of Carlson Heating
& Air Conditioning, Inc.

CT Lic. 302776 • CT Lic. 278010 • CT Lic. 1113
CT HOD #1002
MA Lic. 023709 • MA Lic. 30167 • MA Lic. 912

79 Pike Rd., Sheffield, MA
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Serving Northwest Corner Since 1979
CT HOD #1002

MONTAGE
Presents

MOIRA KELLY
Frescoes
Opening Reception
Saturday December 19, 5-7pm
at

MONTAGE
25 Main Street
Millerton, NY

	
  

holiday traditions

Bah!

Humbug!
THE LASTING APPEAL OF DICKENS’S
A CHRISTMAS CAROL
By Mary B. O’Neill
info@mainstreetmag.com

M

Wreath source: istockphoto.com
contributor PinkPueblo. Image
source: Scanned image by Philip V.
Allingham from the Victorian Web.
www.victorianweb.org.

arley was dead: to begin with …
This must be distinctly understood, or nothing wonderful can
come of the story I am going to
relate.

The holiday classic A Christmas
Carol opens in Stave One with the icy
Ebenezer Scrooge standing in contrast
to his kindhearted nephew Fred and
his tentative, fearful, yet faithful clerk
Bob Cratchit. It is Christmas Eve, and
Victorian London is bustling to beat
back the cold and fog and welcome
in the impending holiday. From his
counting house office of Scrooge and
Marley, Scrooge holds forth with icy
words and a frost-bitten heart. Thus
he barricades himself against the cheer
and warmth that are an affront to his
frozen and fixed perspective.
In the following staves or chapters
Scrooge is visited by his late business
partner “seven years dead.” Jacob
Marley, his jaw bound by a tattered kerchief and his limbs fettered
by heavy chains, warns Scrooge of
the precarious state of his soul. He
emphatically discloses that Scrooge
wears his own invisible chain, forged
by neglect of the common welfare and
a single-minded pursuit of material
gain.
Marley then foretells of three
ghosts who will visit in rapid succession. “Without their visits you

cannot hope to shun the path I tread,”
warns the ominous Marley. So begins
Scrooge’s temporal journey. All the
while he is battling his past, coming to terms with his present, and
seeing the effects of what he will have
wrought in the future.
The ghosts reveal to him that a
different way is possible, that the past
does not have to define his future, and
that redemption is within his grasp
in the present. We meet characters
that challenge Scrooge’s world view.
At different junctures in the story
they offer him exit points off the
path of financial gain toward one of
“charity, mercy, forebearance, and
benevolence.” Former boss Old Fezziwig, ex-fiancée Belle, nephew Fred,
employee Bob Cratchit, and Cratchit’s
ailing son Tiny Tim all show him a
way forward toward the generosity of
spirit he has lacked.
Then with rapidity of transition
very foreign to his usual character, he said, in pity for his
former self, “Poor boy!” and
cried again.

A Christmas Carol contains themes
that emerged from Dickens’s childhood. At the age of twelve Dickens
was forced to sell his much-loved
books, leave school, and work in a
shoe blacking factory while his father

served a sentence in debtors’ prison in
Marshalsea.
This fall from grace had a huge
impact on Dickens and formed his
thoughts about social class, inequality,
children’s rights, education, and social
justice. He wove all these themes
into the packed pages of this holiday
novella and many of his other works.
This boy is Ignorance. This girl is
Want. Beware them both … but
most of all beware this boy, for
on this brow I see that written
which is Doom…

The early 1840s saw a confluence of
events that led to the writing of A
Christmas Carol. Dickens’s visit to the
Field Lane Ragged School in London
confirmed his belief in the power of
education to lift people, children in
particular, out of poverty. In a letter
to The Daily News, Dickens explained
that ragged schools were an attempt
to educate those on the very margins
of society by providing free education,
often during the evening, and always
in the “most obscure and squalid parts
of the Metropolis.”
He further stated that, “They who
are too ragged, wretched, filthy, and
forlorn to enter any other place: who
Continued on next page …
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Landscape painter

Chris J.T. Dixon

First Snow in Salisbury

Fine Art • Paintings by commission • Dixon Studio
3 Cleveland Street, Lakeville, CT • 860-227-9205 • www.JTDixonArt.com

Lia’s
Mountain
View
Established 1983

Call now to
book your
holiday party!

VKLarsonCommunications is a full service public relations company based in New York
and Pine Plains specializing in Writing, Positioning and Communicating messages and
news to the right audience. We offer Newsletters, Press releases, Website copy, Media
Outreach, Social Media Programs tailored for your company’s needs.

Communicating Substance with Style
victoria@vklarsoncommunications.com
www.vklarsoncommunications.com
@victorialarson
(860) 435-1414 • www.salisburywines.com • wine@salisburywines.com
19 Main Street, Salisbury, CT 06068

Homemade everyday Italian food
Lia’s catering services are
available on and off premises
Like us on Facebook!
Winter hours: Wed.-Thurs: 11.30am-9pm
Fri-Sat: 11.30am-9.30pm • Sun: 4pm-8.30pm
Closed Monday and Tuesday

518-398-7311 • www.liasmountainview.com • 7685 Rt. 82, Pine Plains, NY

Have a happy – and spirited – holiday!
19 Main Street P.O. Box 254 Salisbury, CT 06068
19 Main Street P.O. Box 254 Salisbury, CT 06068
email: wine@salisburywines.com
email: wine@salisburywines.com
phone: 860.435.1414 fax: 860.435.1401
phone: 860.435.1414 fax: 860.435.1401

Wine • Spirits • Beer • Tastings • Classes
Wine, Saturday
Spirits, Beer
Open Monday through
10-7 • Sunday 11-5

Tastings/Classes
Open Monday through Saturday 11 to 7
Closed Sunday

WINDY HILL FARM
NURSERY • ORCHARD • GARDEN SHOP

FROM OUR ORCHARD
CHRISTMAS AT WINDY HILL

Holiday open House, saturday and sunday,
december 5 – 6

20% off selected Holiday Gifts

Fresh-cut & live trees • wreaths • roping • greenery • freshcut winterberry • made-to-order holiday decorations
boxwood trees • kissing balls • mantelpieces • garlands
amaryllis • paperwhites • unique ornaments
ribbons • gifts for the garden & the gardener
well-stocked garden shop
fresH-pressed mulled cider and cookies WHile
you sHop
open daily 9–5

686 Stockbridge Road
Great Barrington, MA 01230
www.windyhillfarminc.com
(413) 298-3217
Fax (413) 298-3167
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Bells: istockphoto.com contributor neyro2008. Image source: Scanned image by Philip V. Allingham
from the Victorian Web. www.victorianweb.org.

could gain admission into no charity school, and who would be driven
from any church door; are invited to
come in here, to find some people not
depraved, willing to teach them something, and show them some sympathy,
and stretch a hand out, which is not
the iron hand of the Law, for their
correction.” Dickens acutely understood that education was, and still is,
the key to lifting children out of their
poverty and ignorance – not prisons
and workhouses.
Further, in 1843 Parliament issued
a report that described a seamy underbelly of the Industrial Revolution.
This document exposed the Revolution’s effects on children, society’s
most vulnerable members. Dickens
planned to issue a leaflet to publicizing these findings and sounding a call
to arms on the issue.
In October 1843 he delivered a
fundraising speech at the Manchester
Anthenaeum and urged workers and
employers to use educational reform
as the means to improve life circumstances. Filled with fervor, in the days
following his talk in Manchester he
scrapped the earlier pamphlet idea
and plotted out the storyline of A
Christmas Carol.

“Are there no prisons?” asked
Scrooge… “And the Union
workhouses…Are they still in
operation?... The Treadmill and
the Poor Law are in full vigour,
then?…I can’t afford to make
idle people merry. I help support the establishments I have
mentioned: they cost enough:
and those who are badly off
must go there.”

Increasing poverty rates brought efforts to address their divisive effects
on society. The early Poor Law
of 1815 dictated that each
parish must look after its
own poor. This provided
local assistance to the
economically disenfranchised. Yet the
dawning Industrial
Revolution caused
numerous societal shifts
including the swell of factory labor;
the migration of agricultural workers
and trades people from rural to urban
centers; the rise in concentration of
wealth and ensuing inequality; a fall
in wages; and an increase in breadth
and depth of poverty.
Further, by 1830 the cost of The
Poor Law had risen dramatically and
so had mounting resistance to its
funding. The dwindling middle class,
through taxation, was bearing the
burden of supporting an increasing

number of the indigent. Stereotypes
of a lazy and undeserving poor having
more children than they could feed
were on the rise, along with resentment and lack of compassion for their
plight.
This led to The Poor Law Amendment Act of 1834 that ended direct
monetary support through local parishes, and called for the establishment
of workhouses. In exchange for food,
clothes, and housing the poor were
kept on a rigorous schedule of work,
with little time for meals or rest.
In these workhouses, families
were often split apart. Residents
were forced to wear uniforms. Living
conditions and food quality were deplorable. Workers were forced to walk
treadmills for hours on end, at first to
grind wheat or pump water and then
as punishment for perceived idleness.
Some observers of these conditions
believed this law and the ensuing
cruel treatment of the poor made
workhouses “prisons for the poor.”
Those in need would truly rather die
than go there.
Dickens’s own personal financial
woes also fueled his motivation for
writing a popular piece. With his
wife pregnant with their fifth child,
a heavy mortgage, and slumping
sales from monthly installments of
Martin Chuzzlewit he needed fast
cash. Memories of his father’s stint in
debtors’ prison and the catastrophic
effect on his own early life, combined
with his observed lack of social safety
net, provided the fire
in the belly for penning a
successful book.

gave birth not only to A Christmas
Carol, but Dickens’s self-described
“Carol Philosophy.”
Eschewing position papers,
speeches, and the bully pulpit, he now
believed what any fundraiser today
knows – that if one wants people to
make an issue personal and motivate
them to change or to give, one needs a
powerful personal narrative. A Christmas Carol provided the platform for
social justice issues and the heartfelt
emotional pull to drive the message
home.
Dickens used the season of good
cheer to help people awaken from the
slumber of material self-interest to see
those in need existing beside them.
For Dickens, we were all on the same
journey from birth to death and some,
through accident of birth, circumstances beyond their control, and the
vagaries of industrial capitalism, had
fallen outside the acceptable limits of
society.
I have endeavoured in this
Ghostly little book, to raise the
Ghost of an Idea, which shall not
put my readers out of humour
with themselves, with each
other, with the season, or with
me. May it haunt their houses
pleasantly, and no one wish to
lay it.

After writing and publishing A Christmas Carol on December 19, 1843,
Dickens gave the original version to
his solicitor Thomas Mitton as a gift.
Earlier in December Dickens wrote to
Mitton inquiring about a short-term
loan of £ 200. Dickens stated that his
account was overdrawn and this loan
was a temporary one, citing that his
I have always
forthcoming “Christmas book… will
thought of
enable me to keep comfortable.”
Christmastime…
This handwritten manuscript was
as a good time: a
written
in black ink with a goose quill
kind forgiving,
pen,
bound
in red goatskin, with
charitable, pleasant time: the
only time I know of, in the long Mitton’s name stamped in gold on the
cover. It contains glorious and telling
calendar year, when men and
women seem by one consent to cross outs and corrections. These edits
open their shut-up hearts freely, and marginalia are documented proof
and to think of people below
that signify the author’s intentions.
them as if they really were
fellow-passengers to the grave,
and not another race of creatures bound on other journeys.

Continued on next page …

The events and institutions described
above, Dickens’s personal responses to
them, and his vision for social reform
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Photo source: istockphoto.com contributor Stendec.

Some ways to help your
neighbors this holiday season:
Sunday In The Country Food Drive raises
money for local pantries, purchases all food
from local vendors, and most of all, feeds local
families in need. www.sundayinthecountry.com

Insights such as these are becoming
rarer in our technological age.
The manuscript exudes the air of
a work written with great haste and
fluidity, probably due to an effective
alchemy of inspiration, a looming
deadline, and financial need.
In 1875, Mitton sold the manuscript to London bookseller Francis
Harvey for £ 50. The volume changed
hands a number of times until the
early 1900s when American tycoon
Pierpont Morgan purchased it for his
collection. It is on display online and
each holiday season at The Morgan
Library and Museum in Manhattan
(blocks from Grand Central Terminal).
Best and happiest of all, the
Time before him was his own,
to make amends in!

Aside from the wonderful imagery
contained in this neat literary package
tied up in a heartwarming bow, in A
Christmas Carol we catch a glimpse
that our own redemption is achievable. Life offers us many opportunities for change. Our own ghosts can
be mustered to see the world and our
place in it with more compassion and
less emphasis on mammon.
The transformed Scrooge enables
us to capture a glimmer of our own
salvation, and like him, we have the
power to craft it through a simple,
yet profound shift in thoughts and
actions. •

Salisbury Family Services is committed
to helping those people in our community
experiencing difficulties. With respect for the
individual, and a vision for a better community,
their goal is to help people help themselves.
Salisbury Family Services acts as a liaison to
many services available in Salisbury.
www.salisburyfamilyservices.org
Chore Service is the leading in-home care
resource for stay-at-home services in the Northwest Corner. They specialize in one thing: personally helping you get the assistance you need
to stay in your home. www.choreservice.org
Housatonic Youth Services Bureau seeks
to create a supportive environment and
empowering experiences where children and
young adults can embrace their full potential as
individuals, as students, as family members, and
as community members. www.hysb.org

Oh! but he was a tight-fisted hand at the grindstone, Scrooge!
a squeezing, wrenching, grasping, scraping, clutching covetous
old sinner!
A Christmas Carol and the transformation of Scrooge has been with us continuously since its publication in 1843. Countless film, stage, television, and radio
productions have been mounted of this timeless tale. Shakespeare-worthy actors,
from the likes of Patrick Stewart to Mister Magoo, have played the meaty part of
Ebenezer Scrooge.
Amy Wynn, executive director of NW CT Arts Council dedicated to promoting
and sustaining “all things cultural for northwest Connecticut and surroundings”
has seen productions of A Christmas Carol as a staple offering of the holiday season
for local theatre.
For Wynn, the play version “is forever relevant. Many people find themselves seeking it out, just because of the feeling they get after seeing, hearing or reading the
story each time.” This year is no exception. In the local area there are a variety of
ways to take in this holiday classic.
CONNECTICUT
Riverton Theatre
December 4-6
www.rivertontheatre.com
Shakesperience in Waterbury
December 20
Staged reading by Douglas Schlicher
www.shakesperienceproductions.org
Hartford Stage
November 27- December 27
www.hartfordstage.com
MASSACHUSETTS
Berkshire Theatre Group @ Colonial
Theatre in Pittsfield
December 12-22
www.berkshiretheatregroup.org

Wreath source: istockphoto.com contributor
Stendec. Silhouette
source: istockphoto.com
contributor coolgraphic.
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The Corner Pantry (formerly Owl’s Kitchen)
provides nutritious, healthful food and ingredients to residents of the tri-state area.tri-state
region. www.thecornerfoodpantry.org
Women’s Support Services seeks to create a
community free of domestic violence and abuse
through intervention, prevention, and education. www.wssdv.org
The North East Community Center seeks to
build a healthy, caring, responsive and welcoming community for all who live and visit here.
www.neccmillerton.org
Dutchess Community Action Partnership
helps with rent and utilities, prescriptions, food
and clothing, and much more. Local advocates
in northeastern Dutchess County.
www.dutchesscap.org
Grace Smith House offers shelter and counseling to victims of domestic violence and their
dependent children in need of safety and
protection. www.gracesmithhouse.org

NEW YORK
Half Moon Theatre at the Culinary
Institute of America
December 3-19
www.ciachef.edu/half-moon-theatre

Dutchess Outreach meets temporary basic
needs of individuals and families when no other
resources are available.
www.dutchessoutreach.org

The Players Theatre on
MacDougal Street
November 29-December 30
Musical production
www.scroogeinthevillage.com

Mental Health America of Dutchess County
promotes mental well-being and advances recovery from mental illness by providing a range
of rehabilitation, supportive, case management,
education, advocacy, and drop-in services for
adults, children, youths, and families.
www.mhadutchess.org

The Morgan Library and Museum
Original manuscript on display
through mid-January
www.themorgan.org
Copies of A Christmas Carol are also
available at Oblong Books in Millerton
and Rhinebeck and your local library.
www.oblongbooks.com

The Moviehouse and Salisbury Bank: Salisbury Bank will be funding the free viewing of
It’s a Wonderful Life on Sunday December 13 at
The Moviehouse in Millerton. They will be accepting donations for locals in need, please visit
www.themoviehouse.net for details.
Consult your local houses of worship as well for
additional ways to give to those in need during
the holiday season.

“paying u back
4 mom’s gift ...
from last year!!!e“
Person to Person Payments* –
send money directly
from your mobile device!

Connecticut

860.435.9801

Massachusetts
413.528.1201

New York

845.877.9850

* Payee must have a U.S. based email address. Payee must have a deposit account at a U.S. Financial Institution. To use Person to Person
Payments on your mobile device, you must first enroll within e-Banking by setting up your sendmoney widget. Fees apply.
Member FDIC

flooring
locally produced native

© Salisbury Bank and Trust Company

e-Banking with P2P
is safe, secure, flexible
and convenient.
Send money directly to
friends, family members,
or others who prefer
a direct deposit payment.
Add a message
with the payment –
Happy Holidays;
Here’s my portion
of the lunch bill, etc.

Sign up for e-Banking
in time for the holidays!

Equal Housing Lender MSM

All of our flooring is kiln dried, tongue and groove, planed, and have
backers for stability. It comes in widths from 2 1/4 up to 24” in some
species. Our species range from Ash and Cherry to hard, soft and wormy
Maple, from Red Oak to reclaimed heart / antique Pine as well as Eastern Pine, to beautiful black Walnut.

Ghent
wood products

(518) 828-5684 • 1262 Rte 66, Ghent, NY • www.ghentwoodproducts.com
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NORTHERN AGRICULTURAL
D U TC H E S S C O N T R AC T I N G

Veuve
Clicquot
Brut
750ml

$38.99

1 Gay Street, Sharon, CT

(plus tax)

from $42.99

On Sale Now
While supplies last

We’re here to help make your holidays sparkle!!!

WINTER IS THE TIME
FOR TREE WORK

• Prevent snow and ice damage
to mature trees
• Trim branches that hang over
fences & buildings
• Enhance the natural beauty
of your winter landscape

Woodland & Brush Clearing • Storm & Wind Damage • Trimming •
Stump Removal • 24 Hour Emergency Service

845 532 2152 for a free consultation
or email: ndagriculturalcontracting@gmail.com

Happy Holidays!
Breakfast - 7 Days a week
8am till 11:30am
Lunch – 7 Days a week
11:30am till 4pm

Visit our new online pharmacy! Access our online pharmacy via our website
at www.millertonvet.com or go to www.MVPonlineRX.com

Dinner – Friday, Saturday &
Sunday 5pm – 9pm

Why use our pharmacy? 1) Our trained veterinary staff will always be able
to answer any questions you may have about the items you purchase. 2) Enjoy
competitive pricing and free shipping on orders $38 or more that arrive on your
doorstep in approximately 3 business days! 3) Easy-Dose-It program for heart
worm and flea and tick prevention delivered to your doorstep with free shipping.
4) Prescription items are always recorded in your animal companion’s medical
record at our practice. 5) Unlike many online pharmacies, manufacturer rebates
are redeemable on our online products.

Sunday Brunch
10am till 4pm

Small, friendly
Full Service Bar
Interesting Menus
Join us for amazing food
& a unique dining experience
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Phone 518-789-3440
199 Route 44 East, Millerton, NY
www.millertonvet.com
Visit us on Facebook at
facebook.com/millertonvet

authors

helen klein ross
By Betsy Maury
info@mainstreetmag.com
When I suggested to writer Helen Klein Ross that
we meet at Irving Farm in Millerton to discuss her
new book, What Was Mine, I got a very agreeable
“perfect!” It turned out to be both a perfect place
and a familiar one for us to discuss writing; we sat
down at the very table where Helen had worked on
her book much of last year. She’d had to research
child abductions, meditation, and Chinese big box
shopping patterns among other things. We talked
about writing, remote working, and country life
in our corner of the world. Before we knew it, the
barista was sweeping the floor and ready to see us
out.

Madison Avenue, was written in a detached writing
shed on the Amenia property, one she now mistily
recalls.
For a writer, the right creative space is crucial
and a dedicated room with a view of the Harlem
Valley with a door you can close is a cherished
luxury. Her work now keeps her sequestered in the
third floor of her historic home, Holleywood in
Lakeville, which the Rosses bought and renovated
in 2010. As beautiful as her house is with its view
of Lake Wononscopomuc, writing is solitary work
sometimes in need of company, hence the familiar
table at Irving Farm.

Writer’s surroundings and Irving Farm

The novel

Dorothy Parker is said to have remarked, “I hate
writing; love having written” and every writer I
know secretly feels this way, including Helen. With
the writing of this book squarely behind her, galleys
on their way to being covered, bound and shipped
to bookstores, Helen looked back at her researching
days at Irving Farm with a sigh of relief. We agreed
Irving Farm provided the right amount of energy
for our community of independent types – entrepreneurs, creative freelancers, and local business
people. For remote workers, it’s more stimulating
to plug in here than the solitary
confines of home, and for graband-go regulars, the place has a
neighborly vibe where making
new connections is always a possibility. On any given day, there are
half a dozen adults with laptops
and headphones doing their thing,
turning the wheels in their own
universe. The coffee shop as community hub and office certainly
has taken root in Millerton.
Ross is no stranger to life in the
Northwest corner. She and her
husband Donald have been coming
to the area since they bought a
farmhouse in Amenia, NY as a weekend retreat in
the 90s. The country house provided relaxation
from the hustle and bustle of New York City living
for the whole family. Helen remembers her daughters’ birthday parties in Lakeville and trips to Rudd
Pond when her children were young. The area also
provided fertile ground for her creative pursuits. In
addition to writing fiction, Helen is a New Yorker
published poet and ground breaking Tweeter with
a long career in advertising copywriting. Her first
novel, Making It, set in the Mad Men world of

Helen’s novel, due out in January from Gallery/
S&S, is about a woman who makes an impulsive
and life-changing decision in 1990 to steal an
unattended crying baby in a shopping cart, take
her home and raise her as her own. When she’d
told me about it months ago, I loved the set-up.
Could such a thing really happen? Implausible as
it seems in today’s wired world of constant contact,
Helen pulls the conceit off in a world with no viral
news gathering, no cell phones. From this shocking
beginning, What Was Mine delves into the lives
of Lucy, the baby stealer and Mia,
the unknowing child over 20
years. The book is deftly told from
alternating points of view: Lucy’s
and Mia’s, but also the birth
mother’s, the babysitter’s, and the
aunt’s. All this makes for riveting
reading, and more complex
emotional turns than you’d expect,
questioning the reader to decide
what is forgivable and what is
motherhood. There’s selfishness
and rage, abject love and unexpected compassion. One of the
joys of the book is that each character takes the reader closely into
confidence and we see firsthand how a shocking,
inconceivable act ripples through the lives of so
many.
I asked Helen how the book came about and
her answer was straightforward: as a mother of
young children she was terrified of losing them, in
the mall, at the airport, in the produce aisle of the
grocery store. She raised her children in New York
City where a mother is almost never alone in any of
the regular places she goes with children. This fear
lends the book its universal hook; there’s hardly a

Above: Helen Klein Ross. Photo by John Gruen.
Below: The cover of “What Was Mine.” All images
provided by Helen Ross.

mother (or parent) alive raising a child anywhere
who hasn’t panicked at the momentary loss of her
charge. What makes the book so affecting are the
themes that bind all mothers, the desperate quest to
become one, the joy of mother/child intimacy, the
fear of losing primacy in a child’s life. Helen told
me she was fascinated with portraying what she
calls a “normal” person committing a monstrous act
and her belief that circumstance can tip the balance
of good and evil in an ordinary life.
As a protagonist, Lucy is this very ordinary
woman who’s endowed – in not quite equal parts
– with both good and evil. That we could care for
so flawed and selfish a character is a minor act of
writerly magic in my view.
The book began as a short story hatched many
years ago in the writer’s shed in Amenia. In its
earliest version, Lucy gives the baby back and lives
a childless life, chastened by her bad deed. But over
the years the story felt unfinished and Lucy more
nuanced so Helen reconsidered it, and tried to
reconcile Lucy’s truest desires with a version where
she might just get away with it. She ultimately
imagined a different, more involved trajectory for
Lucy, one long and engaging enough to fill the
pages of a book. In the end,What Was Mine became
what it was meant to be, a fully formed tale of a
woman desperate to become a mother, whose secret
becomes her burden, and whose impulsive act
shatters the lives of those around her. This was no
doubt achieved through hard, solitary work done
in a nurturing creative space, one possibly in your
own neighborhood. •
To learn more about Helen Klein Ross and her writing you
can go to www.helenkleinross.com. Both Helen and Betsy
recommend Irving Farm, Rountuit, and the Scoville Memorial Library as three possible off-site locations that are great
for writing.
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Locally owned and operated
since 1983 by Carl Marshall.

MAKE IT A PARTY!

Hours: Monday-Thursday 9-5,
Friday 9-6 & Saturday 9-12

860 364 0878
26 Hospital Hill Road
Sharon, Connecticut
sharonoptical@att.net
www.sharonopticalct.com

CELEBRATE THE SEASON WITH FINE TEA.

HARNEY MILLERTON 1 RAILROAD PLAZA | HARNEY SOHO NYC 433 BROOME STREET
SHOP ONLINE AT HARNEY.COM | 1.800.TEA.TIME

Visit us in our new Lakeville location, behind The Boathouse!

Michael D. Lynch

*

AT T O R N E Y AT L A W

106 Upper Main Street • PO Box 1776 • Sharon, Connecticut 06069
(860) 364-5505 • MLynch@MichaelLynchLaw.com
www.MichaelLynchLaw.com
* Also admitted in New York State

(860) 364-5380 • www.roaringoaksflorist.com • 349A Main Street, Lakeville, CT

Marq
Reynolds
PHOTOGRAPHER
WEDDINGS • PORTRAITS
860 597 2870 • Lakeville, CT
marqreynolds@sbcglobal.net
Find me on Facebook
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Unique designs created with personal attention

the garden

dreaming of a potting shed
WHEN CONSTRUCTION MEETS GARDENING
By Claire Copley
info@mainstreetmag.com
Recently my husband and I decided to build the
garden shed I have dreamed of for so long, or at
least a modest approximation of my dream. But
then reality intervened. We do not have a garage,
and as winter approaches, the specter of cleaning
snow off of the cars with freezing hands and noses
was becoming increasingly painful. A garage is
much more practical, so we decided on a combo
structure: a basic two car garage plus twelve feet at
the back for a potting shed.
What is the ideal potting shed? What is its function and how should it be designed? Gardening
magazines show gorgeous rustic spaces, organized,
labelled, and staged with flowers, copper sinks, and
comfortable chairs. Real-life limitations offer different choices.
The ideal (and realistic) shed

Ideally, a potting shed is in the middle of the
garden and becomes a garden element. A garage,
however, has very different siting goals. For better
or worse, (winter will tell whether this was a good
idea or a bad one) our garage is sited away from
the house, closer to the garden. My shed will not
get a lot of warming sunlight as it faces north, but
it does look out on green space rather than having
a southern view of the driveway. A potting shed
facing south would be preferable as the sunlight
would keep it warm and help over-wintering plants
survive. But north or south-facing, my shed will
provide a space for working on transplants and
seeds, and storage space for the thousands of ancillary items every gardener accumulates.
For the last four years, I have (like so many)
conducted my seed starting, repotting, and transplanting activities in whatever space is available. In
my case this is a storeroom attached to the house.
Unfortunately, the garden chaos has overtaken
the storeroom and made it impossible to use for
anything else. In fact, it has become difficult to
enter and impossible to traverse. One might suggest, as my husband has, that I simply weed out

Above: The construction of the gardening shed/garage. Below: The “stuff” that accompanies gardening
and is waiting for its new (organized) home.

and organize this space. A sensible idea if I do say
so myself. But it is always so much easier to start
fresh and arrange a new space. With the increased
square footage that the garage and potting shed will
provide, I can find a place for everything! No need
to throw anything away!
Construction and planning

So we began the process of putting up our structure. Every time I go out to check on the progress
I look in my shed space and begin to dream. I
picture myself out there starting seeds in spring,
storing bulbs and tubers, making divisions, potting
up seedlings and repotting all manner of overgrown
plants. But there are so many things to consider:
how to best store tools and pots, how to organize
the many bags of necessary materials, not to mention small things like hose connectors or twist ties.
I must have space for books and journals, as well
as boots and hats. I will need to make sense of all
of this so once I store things I will be able to find
them again. At present I don’t know where things
are, but I know they are in there somewhere. The
most important thing will be finding a way to
maintain the order.
What is essential to me is that my “She Shed”
be a place where I can comfortably work and spend
productive time on my gardening chores. It will
never be a show shed like I see in the magazines,
not that we could afford it anyway, but it should be
aesthetically pleasing. My shed will have a concrete
floor (easy to clean) and plywood walls so I can
hammer in a nail whenever I need to hang some-

thing up. I will leave the ceiling beams exposed so
I can hang things there as well. And windows –
plenty of windows.
Good lighting is a must for any potting shed.
Seeds and seedlings can be tiny, and you need to be
able to see what you’re doing. (Note to self: make
a permanent home for my glasses!). The shed will
have electricity as well as water, so I can power grow
lights for seedlings and overhead lighting for me.
The structure will be insulated, so I will be able to
heat it somehow, I just haven’t figured out the most
efficient way yet.
The work area

Any potting shed worthy of the name must have a
potting bench. A potting bench, or gardening table,
is a kind of workbench used for intricate gardening
tasks such as transplanting seedlings. A basic potting bench has a counter surface at working height,
comfortable for a standing person; and storage for
potting soil, pots, and tools. Having a bench or
counter that runs under the windows for the length
of the shed would give me ample working space.
Given that I am the victim of “gardeners back”
(and “gardeners knees”) maybe a bench height that
would accommodate a stool would be better.
Since this surface will be exposed to soil, water,
and sunlight, it should be made from weather-resistant materials or it will decay rapidly. Cedar wood
Continued on next page …
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the garden

seems to be a popular choice and, for those who
can afford it, there is teak. I might consider some
type of metal counter, although I am already shivering when I think of working on a metal counter in
February.
Organization for ease of use

There should be a shelf underneath so that all
those open bags of potting soil, vermiculite, perlite,
fertilizers, and birdseed will have a place. Using
large bins – labeled and stowed beneath the potting
bench – would certainly be efficient. Plastic bins
with covers, neatly labeled, would help to keep
items separated and accessible. Smaller bins or
baskets could be used for storing hose attachments,
gardening gloves, balls of twine, and other small
articles. But I will keep each in its own bin. I will,
I will.
I also want space at the bench to use as a desk.
Journaling about the garden is something I never
do but know I should. I do make notes, but then
can never find the notebook in which the notes
were written. A garden journal is a great way to
keep track of what plant blooms when, as well as
seed-starting schedules, and new garden-design
ideas. As my best gardener self, I will write copious
notes and keep an orderly shelf for my notebooks.
I will also need a space to draw. Drawing planting designs, or just getting a sense of what a new
bed will look like in terms of space, texture, and
color will help me in my planning process. A portable drawing board can be hung on a wall for use
on the potting bench.

water, cold will be sufficient. I began searching
online for a shallow utility sink, and though I loved
the old stone farm sinks I found, I didn’t love the
prices. I considered a shower bed basin, but they
are wide and would not fit in a counter space easily,
not to mention they don’t have faucet holes and
would have to be jerry-rigged. Finally, I found
an old cast iron sink with double sided drainage
The need for water
boards at a salvage yard for $125.00. It will be
Having water is essential. I will need to pre-moisten perfect when it is cleaned and installed. I did have
potting soil, water plants, seedlings, and cuttings
to spring for a sprayer faucet, but I am happy with
and, of course, wash my hands. No need for hot
the package.
I will need watering cans, and what’s a potting
shed without a variety of watering cans? A narrowspout can is preferred for watering around tender
transplants, but those with a rose, or sprinkling
head, work equally well for most other chores.
There is something so charming about the sheer
variety of old watering cans. I am inspired to expand on my basic collection.
And shelves – yes, lots. I will definitely need
shelves for my huge assortment of pots. Reusing
plastic nursery pots is very handy. I know I will
need to soak them (in my new sink) in a solution
of one-part bleach to nine-parts water to use them
again. These pots are great for potting up plants,
starting transplants, and cuttings inside and seeds
outside. There will be narrow shelves for smaller
pots, small bins, books, and gardening magazines.
Wider shelves will be better for larger pots and bins
of supplies. These will have to be closer to the floor
as the contents get heavier. If I run out of money
before we get to interior shelves I suppose I can
buy temporary ones and build more permanent
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Above: There needs to be ample light, and a cement
floor for ease of cleaning. Left: The windows in place.
Below: All of the long-handled tools can present a
problem for neat storage.

ones later (probably means never). Prioritizing and
budgeting is essential.
Then there are the tools

Tool storage is a design problem in and of itself.
Many tools are long-handled and don’t store easily.
Usually I am pawing through a large pile of handles
trying to locate the tool I need for a specific job.
Finding a way to store tools individually will be a
challenge. Brooms, dustpans, and rags will be essential – the garden shed will be filled with dirt, mud,
and leaves – and will need to be stored, preferably
out of sight.
I am using the internet to research what others
have done and, ruling out the impossibly expensive,
I have found some wonderful ideas. One picture
showed a line of small sections of plastic piping
at waist height with a corresponding row at floor
level to store long handled tools. I saw baskets
hung from the rafters, and a row of hooks for coats,
hats, and rain gear. I even saw a rack of pegs that
would hold boots upside down and off the floor
(brilliant!). Storing hand tools in flower pots is not
rocket science I suppose, but it looks attractive as
well as functional. An old ladder makes a great drying rack for garlic or herbs. The list is endless.
While I am not competing to appear in glossy
magazines like Fine Gardening, I am fulfilling some
inner fantasy here and don’t want it to get the better of me. I am, for the moment, forgetting about
the mud, snow, and chaos that fills my garden and
my storage shed, especially in winter, but, with a
real goal in mind, a girl can dream. •

Lindell Fuels, Inc.
Fuel Oil • Propane • Heating
Air Conditioning

CT Registration # HOD.0000095
CT License # HTG.0690604-S1 | CT License # PLM.0281220-P1

BAR • TAPAS • RESTAURANT

It’s Hard to Stop A Trane.®

518.789.0252 • 52 Main Street, Millerton • 52main.com

P.O. Box 609 | 59 Church Street
Canaan, CT 06018
860 824 5444
860 824 7829 fax

Sheldon Masonry & Concrete LLC
“All phases of masonry construction”

Jim Young
Owner

jim@sharonautobody.com
28 Amenia road | PO Box 686 | Sharon, CT 06069
T: 860 364 0128 | F: 860 364 0041
sharonautobody.com

Matt Sheldon
860.387.9417
sheldonmasonry.com

Stonework | Brickwork | Blockwork
Poured concrete foundations & slabs

Insured | Free estimates | Servicing western Connecticut, Massachusetts, & New York

& spa

Give them a gift they’ll actually use!
A Hylton Hundt Gift Certicate

• Full Line of Facials (all include a facial massage)
• Microdermabrasion Treatment • Manicures & Pedicures
• Create a Personal Spa Package
And of course you can get a certiicate for
any of our Hair Services: Color...Cut...Blow-Dry
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Darlene S. Riemer

boathouse
restaurant

registered architect

at lakeville

we have a passion for details
design & build
(845) 373.8353 • riemeraia@hotmail.com
4963 B, Route 22 • Amenia • New York 12501

happy hour
mon - wed - fri
5 pm - 7 pm

sunday - thursday
11 am - 10 pm
friday & saturday
11 am - 11 pm

860.435.2111

theboathouseatlakeville.com
349 main street lakeville, ct 06039

COPAKE LAKE REALTY CORP.

UPCOUNTRY
S

Celebrating
30 years of
excavation,
landscaping,
& grounds
maintenance

E

R

V

I

OF SHARON
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S

GROUNDS MAINTENANCE:
Commercial snowplowing, sanding & magic salt •
Lawn care • Spring & fall clean up • Edging,
mulching, bed maintenance • Lawn fertilizer, weed
& disease control • Field mowing • Complete
property management
LANDSCAPING:
Paver terraces / walkways • Retaining walls •
Lawn renovation & Installation • Shrubbery & tree
planting • Fencing • Landscape construction

Sophisticated Lady and Kid Friendly too! This modern contemporary was custom designed for
family and friends. As you enter, you are greeted by views of spring-fed and private Beezy Pond.
There are views everywhere. The entry level hosts the kitchen with dining space, living room
and den with a wood-burning fireplace. The upper level is where the sleeping quarters are. The
master en-suite has a private balcony. The master bathroom has double sinks, bath and shower.
There are three other bedrooms and two bathrooms on this level. High Efficiency washer and
dryer are on this floor too. The lower level has a huge playroom (easily converted to a media
room), bonus room and garage access. Stroll down the path to your private dock. Outdoor amenities include patios and outdoor shower. This property is definitely a MUST SEE! $975,000.

Lindsay LeBrecht, Real Estate Broker
Copake Lake Realty Corp.
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285 Lakeview Road
Craryville, NY 12521

(518) 325-9741
www.copakelakerealty.com

EXCAVATION:
Excavators, backhoes, dumptrucks • Drainage •
Water & electric lines dug • Landclearing •
Driveway construction & repair • Power stone rake
BBB • A+ • LICENSED/INSURED/BONDED • ALL CREDIT CARDS
ACCEPTED • CT & NY PESTICIDE LICENSE • HOME IMPROVEMENT
CONTRACTOR # 514325

860 364 0261 • 800 791 2916
www.upcountryservices.com

gift giving

Holiday shopping local style:
UNIQUE GIFTS FROM MILLERTON & BEYOND
By Memoree Joelle
info@mainstreetmag.com
It’s holiday shopping season, and
choosing the right gifts isn’t always an
easy task. Sometimes it just feels easier
to give a gift card, and be done with
it. But before you take that route,
maybe this list will inspire you to get
a little creative, and a lot more local
this year.
Let them drink (New York) wine

Do you have a wine connoisseur (or
maybe just a wine enthusiast) in your
life? Well, nothing says Christmas like
red and white – bottles of wine, that
is. Here are my top local picks:
Millbrook Winery, best known for
their outstanding Cabernet Franc
and Tocai Friulano, offers customized gift sets throughout the holiday
season, and you can taste before you
buy when you visit their tasting room
in Millbrook. Take a tour, roam the
beautiful property, and check out
their gift shop for other wine-centric
gifts, including some excellent olive
oil. www.millbrookwine.com.
Hudson-Chatham Winery has two
locations now. Their original tasting
room in Ghent, and an expanded version in Tannersville. Known for their
award-winning Baco Noir, they’ve
also been turning out some impressive Merlot and Malbec. More than
wine, you can find maple syrup, jams,
dessert wines, sherries, and locally
made cheeses and other edibles at
both locations. Owner Carlo DeVito
also happens to be an author, so this
is your chance to give a signed copy
of one of his many books, all of which
you can find at both locations. www.
hudsonchathamwinery.com.

Some local style

For the stylish and sustainable, go
straight to Copper Star Alpaca Farm
on Main Street in Millerton. It’s actually one of only three alpaca stores in
the country, so you are truly giving
a unique gift when you shop there.
From hats, sweaters, rugs, to baby
clothes, you’re sure to find something
lovely and cozy, and feel good about
supporting a business that takes care
of its animals. And if you know a
knitter or a felter, be sure to browse
their extensive array of colorful spun
and unspun yarns. You can even buy
doggie gifts, and handmade goats
milk soaps made right on the farm.
www.copperstaralpacafarm.com.
A few doors down, don’t miss The
Village Herbalist. Terri Lundquist
offers more than just herbs in her
charming, welcoming space. Organic
cosmetics, hand creams, soaps, and
aromatherapy candles will tempt your
senses, and it’s one of the most relaxtoys, and they usually love toy aniing spaces to browse in, taking the
mals. So why not take it a step further
stress out of your last minute shopand give them a locally made, cool
ping. www.tvhmillerton.com.
and collectable little animal finger
puppet? Jocelyn Krodman, of Copake,
Original art, artisans, and
antiques
hand-dyes and felts these whimsiDid you know that Millerton is home cal beauties with love and skill. She
to several renowned artists, authors,
has been featured in Martha Stewart
and craftspeople? Millerton resident
American Made, and sells right out of
and author Ashley Mayne has two
her Etsy shop and at craft fairs around
published works of fiction you can
the region. Take a look at her collecpick up or order at Oblong Books & tion at www.petitfelts.com.
Music, and even get one autographed,
Last but not least, let’s not forget
if you play your cards right. www.
that this is farm country, and for a
ashleymaynebooks.com.
few hundred dollars, you could give
Artist Richard T. Scott, whose
someone a CSA share that will feed
studio is on Park Avenue in Millerton them all spring, summer, and fall of
and regularly opens for tours during
the coming year! Sol Flower Farm (to
the summer months, is available for
name only one local farm) in Millercommissions, including portraits. His ton is already taking orders, and their
work is on view at the New Britain
holiday market, located at Silamar
Museum of American Art, and he
Farm Stand on Route 22 in Millerton,
also designs coins for the US Mint.
is open Fridays through Sundays until
Read more about his work at www.
Christmas. You can purchase a CSA
richardtscottart.com
or a gift card, and shop for locally
Meta44 on North Elm in Milmade wreaths, maple syrup, baked
lerton combines a west coast organic goods, and other treats. www.solflowvibe with chic modern design, and
erfarm.com.
here you can shop for home décor,
Have a happy holiday and shopartwork, and furniture that is designed ping season! •
by architect John Allee. www.meta44.
com.
Kids love animals, and they love
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cookies cakes cupcakes
brownies bars biscotti
muffins scones
pies tarts pastries
& so much more!
special orders happily encouraged —

BAKERY

®

The Bakery on The Green
1 Kent Green Blvd.
Kent, CT 06757

860-592-0743

“Winter Zand...”

Over Mountain
Builders, llc.
30 years and still passionate! Quality
craftmanship delivered on time &
within budget.

John Crawford
P: 518-789-6173 | C: 860-671-0054
john@overmountainbuilders.com
www.overmountainbuilders.com
Specializing in full mechanical restoration, repair
& maintenance of all classic cars

pieces

Classic American Cars
Sales & Service

unique furnishings, lighting, jewelry
and objects of interest!

Hours: Friday-Sunday 10-4
2816 West Church Street (Rt.199), Pine Plains
914 388 0105 • piecespineplains@gmail.com
Like us on Facebook

860-596-4272 • Opposite Lime Rock Park
438 Lime Rock Road, Lime Rock, CT 06039
www.Facebook.com/NorthwestCornerClassicCars

THE HOLIDAYS START
AT AGWAY
Visit your nearest Agway store for all
of your holiday decorating needs both
for inside or outside of your home this
holiday season!
We sell fresh cut Fraser Fir Christmas trees, Live
Balsam wreathes, Pine roping, Amaryllis bulbs,
paper white bulbs, and much more. And don’t forget

about the birds! Get all of your birdseed and feeders
here, like Lyric, Wild Delight and Suet Plus.

VISIT YOUR LOCAL AGWAY:
Route 22 in Millerton, NY • Route 23 in
Great Barrington, MA • Route 9H in
Claverack, NY • Route 66 in Chatham, NY

HOURS:
Monday–Saturday: 8:00 AM–5:00 PM
Sunday: 9:00 AM–3:00 PM
For more savings & information:
(518) 789-4471 or www.agwayny.com
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538 Route 343, Millbrook 12545 / 845.677.6221
For hours please visit walbridgefarm.com

all natural

good
fight
herb
co.
By Melissa Batchelor Warnke
info@mainstreetmag.com

L

auren Giambrone has charted an
uncommon path for herself as a fulltime herbalist and the owner of Good
Fight Herb Co., a company that “organically grows, gathers, and sources
medicinal herbs for handcrafted, small
batch products that promote self care
and thriving health.” After an activist
career in New York City, Giambrone
moved to Germantown, NY, which
she describes as “super friendly and
quiet and lovely.” It’s where she feels
at home, and where she plans to stay
for the foreseeable future.
What’s herbalism?

Herbalism is the use of plants for
medicinal purposes, and the study of
that use. An herbalist’s work includes
consulting with people about their
ailments, large and small, and making
herbal products (tinctures, soaks, oils,
etc.) to address these problems. Giambrone works with Western herbs,
though she’s inspired by the fiveelement theory of Chinese philosophy
as well as the concept of physical and
energetic seasons.

Giambrone keeps busy; when we
spoke, she was getting sick, which she
traced to overworked adrenal glands.
“I’m ecstatic to be out of the city, but
I brought it with me,” she says. “It’s
the nature of farm-type work, with so
many different things to do. People
don’t work any less hard here.” Luckily, she knows the perfect remedies for
when she gets out of balance.

Co. has established a presence in
Hudson at the Farmers Market and
local boutiques. While she grew up
in New York City and New Jersey,
and later moved to Wassaic, she’s put
down long-term roots in Germantown, a small town with a classic New
England Main Street, which is becoming “more on the map,” as people are
buying second homes there or those
who grew up in Germantown are
Learning herbology
finding reason to return, Giambrone
While Giambrone has been worksays.
ing as an herbalist for five years and
This fall, she took the next step
studying for longer than that, she
in her business by populating Good
says that the self-education process
Fight Herb Co.’s web store, where
is lifelong. She started her formal
you can now buy a range of products
training in herbalism with an immer- including her Self Love Potion #9 (a
sion apprenticeship at the Northeast liquid “indicated for heartache, grief,
School of Botanical Medicine, where insecurity, being disconnected from
the students worked in the Ithaca
your personal power, and any time
Free Clinic. Courses included botany, your heart needs support”), a Deep
plant identification, and medicineBreath De-Stress Blend of herbs, and a
making. Giambrone has continued
friend’s handmade indigo hankies. She
her education with “apprenticeships, also offers a Care Package Program
classes, training, studying from health (which she calls “an herbal CSA”),
practitioners and herbalists, constantly which she ships to several dozen subreading on my own, going to confer- scribers across the country. For $365
ences, and studying online.”
Continued on next page …
This lengthy education has paid
off. Giambrone now has a garden in
Germantown, and Good Fight Herb

Above: Burdock
root being
chopped and
processed,
spring.
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per year, subscribers receive what
Giambrone calls “one big bountiful
care package per season,” including
herbs that deal with the energy of
the season and a book on how to use
them.
It’s hectic being a one-woman
operation. But for now, she’s trying to
make time to rest.
The medicine-making seasons

Medicine-making works in tune with
the seasons. Early spring to late fall
is the hectic season, when she weeds,
makes paths, harvests herbs, processes
them into medicine, bottles and labels
products, and ships out the CSA. In
the winter, there’s more hibernation
involved; she cleans her apothecary,
takes inventory, dreams up new projects, and does all the back end admin
work that doesn’t get done during the
summer months. “In January, I don’t
put too much pressure on being super
connected and getting a lot of work
done,” Giambrone says. “I spend a
lot of time cooking and relaxing. In
February and March I’m planning,
and boom! In April, I’m cleaning up
the garden.”

Above, top: Lauren
weeding the lavender in fall. Photo
by Jersey Walz,
www.jerseywalzphotographs.com.
Above: Smudge
bundles grown and
gathered by Good
Fight Herb Co.,
hanging to dry.
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Activism and herbalism

Giambrone grew up in an Italian
family that saw food as the source
of “what it is to be well.” But in her
twenties, like many others, she lost
her balance and burnt out from all the
work and activism she was doing. She
was working full time for a non-profit
and doing activism work, working
every day at a radical bimonthly newspaper which was part of the New York
City Indymedia collective.
			 After that she
		
worked as a cook
		
and milieu
		
counselor at
		
the Street Works
		
Harm Reduction
		
program, and she
		
loved working at
		
the center –
		
showing up for
		
the kids day-in		
and-day out,
		
being someone
		
they could talk to.
		
But she was
		
hardly sleeping,
		
getting sick all the
		
time, and event		
ually, “I knew I
really needed to restore and repair my
nervous system,” she said. “This is
how I got to studying herbal medicine, from activism burnout. Then I
went to herb school.”

After herb school, she worked at
Street Works for about a year and
a half and then a room in a house
upstate opened up, with an existing
garden she could walk right into. She
quit her job, started tinkering online,
and realized that activists could
become healers and healers could
become activists. This led her to the
Rock Dove Collective, an alternative community health exchange that
emphasized bringing self-care to the
activist movement. As she began to
find amazing health practitioners with
good politics and analysis around race,
class, and gender issues, she started
linking them with people who needed
health care services. Eventually, she
met an herbalist through the collective
and the rest is history.
Now, she spends her days surrounded by the stuff of herbalism:
a tincture press, knives, chopping
blocks, high quality grain alcohol.
Giambrone describes her work as
equal parts farming and medicinemaking.
It’s also part counseling. In an
initial consultation either in person
or over the phone, Giambrone asks
her clients lots of open-ended questions; about their physical body and
digestion, work life, support systems.
“Wherever anyone is is great, and we
go from there,” she says. “I don’t push
an agenda on anyone.” Her potions
can address stress and digestion, heartache, self-love, lack of energy, Lyme
disease, and more. “If you want to feel
well, I’ll give you herbs to nourish the
hell out of you,” she says.

The work of a herbalist
never ends

It’s work she’s proud to do. This is her
fifth year at the market in Hudson,
and she’s seeing herbal medicine gain
traction in the community. “The first
year, people thought I was some crazy
plant lady. Now they’re seeking me
out,” she says.
While Giambrone seems to have
her finger in every jar – she also
cohosts a radical health radio show, is
involved with a community of herbalists organizing against a corporate
movement to trademark their ancient
remedy “fire cider,” manages two fulltime work traders and two part-time
work traders, and runs all of Good
Fight Herb Co.’s social media – she’s
got a few more goals. She wants to
host an herb school, hire more staff,
and set up Good Fight to one day
run itself. But underpinning all of
this is the same wish that brought her
to Germantown and to Good Fight
to begin with; “I just want to create
more,” she says. •
You can follow Good Fight Herb Co. on
Facebook and Instagram, visit them at the
Hudson Farmers Market, or email Lauren if
you are interested in volunteering: goodfightherbco@gmail.com.

Valentine Monument
Works & Sandblast
Since 1875

David Bowen
Cabinetmaker
salisburyartisans.com

860 435 0344

Cemetery Monuments • Pet Markers
On-Site Lettering • Cleaning • Repairs
Sand Blasting Service
Bruce Valentine, proprietor
Tel: 518-789-9497
ValentineMonument@hotmail.com
Park Avenue & Main Street, Millerton

GORDON R. KEELER

APPLIANCES
Appliance sales & service since 1930

SUB ZERO • MONOGRAM • WOLF
SPEED QUEEN • GE CAFÉ • GE PROFILE
3 Century Blvd., Millerton, NY 12546
518-789-4961 • 518-789-4813 • 518-789-4252 fax

More
More than
than 35
35 dealers.
dealers.
Open
7 Days
a Week.
Now
Open
7 Days
a Week.
518-789-6004

Holiday Orders …
Now accepting holiday orders through
December 15th.

Rafe Churchill
Frugal Frames…
We have a line of
framing that will be
sure to please your
budget. You’ll receive
our same expert design and
consultation service. Let us amaze
you with not only the great design
and service that you know us for,
but great pricing as well!

tRad iti o nal h o u s e s

GILDED MOON FRAMING & GALLERY
What can we frame for you?
17 John Street • Millerton, NY • 518.789.3428 • www.gmframing.com

rafechurchill.com
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Kathy Wismar
Ceramics & Paintings

7 acres of peace & tranquility
This meticulously maintained contemporary in
Stone Fences offers a welcome respite from what
the world throws at you. A beautiful 3 bedroom,
3.5 bath home features a cathedral ceiling in the
living room with fireplace and floor to ceiling
windows. An adjoining dining area connects to
the spacious kitchen complete with its own fireplace. A massive 1st floor master suite is equipped
with 2 big walk-in closets, bath with double
sinks, stall shower and oversized Jacuzzi tub. Set
on 7.62 acres. Just listed $725,000.

For all of your
holiday needs

612-240-4654
8 Landmark Lane, Kent, CT 06575

11111111111111111

860-927-4646 • 860-364-4646 • 860-672-2626 • www.bainrealestate.com

Studio and gallery open Saturdays
and Sundays 12 noon to 5 pm.
October 10 through December
20. Other times by appointment.

The ideal venue & location for your perfect day

CatskillView
weddings & events

Country Gardeners Florist
Weddings • Anniversaries • Theme parties • Funerals • Fresh cut ﬂowers
Dried ﬂowers • Potted plants • Pottery
(518) 789-6440 • Railroad Plaza • Millerton, NY
www.countrygardeneresﬂorist.com
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Call 518 592 1135 • CatskillViewWeddings.com

winter sports

a
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a

Let it
snow!
a

a

a

a

a
By Sarah Ellen Rindsberg
info@mainstreetmag.com

Above: The ski wall at Kenver. Photo: Aaron Malin Photography. Below: A sequined toque and neck gaitor add a
glamourous touch.

The region will soon be transformed into a winter
wonderland. Timing is inexact but the certitude
exists so why not embrace the season by exploring
innovative options for fun and comfort. A fireside
chat with the experts at Kenver, the venerable
outdoors-oriented shop in South Egremont, MA,
revealed the hottest new products.
Treasures abound, and we culled through the
astounding array to bring you some outstanding
highlights for the holiday season. Proceed down
to the lower level – the former dining room of this
1731 structure which functioned first as a stagecoach stop between Hartford, Albany, New York
City, and Pittsfield. Current fare begins with amazing skates. Doting friends and relatives will rejoice
in a new feature in skate design for kids: five sizes
in one pair. General Manager Aaron Malin presses
a button and a size four instantly expands to size
eight. The days of freezing fingers, battling with
laces are long gone. One pull on the lacing system
and they’re onto the ice.

A more graceful ski boot

An alternative to the clunky heel toe dance of ski
boots has arrived. Ski boots that transition from
binding to lodge in one graceful step have arrived.
Release the binding and proceed to walk in the
comfort of a boot that bears a close resemblance to
a snowboard boot. Not only does it rival snowboard
boots in terms of look and feel, this boot can actually be used for two sports: skiing and snowboarding. “This is one of the biggest changes to boots
over the years,” Malin asserts.
Technology is key for downhill enthusiasts. The
element of graphene in Head skis is a standout. The
honeycomb layer (present for years in the brand’s
successful line of tennis rackets) provides “better
edge hold with lighter weight.”
Snowboards, fashion, and bikes

Look up. During this time of year, bikes are suspended from the ceiling. The fat tire model flying
over the display of skis is made to handle snow and
ice and can also traverse streams.
Unique gifts

Accessories are no longer relegated solely to the
stocking stuffer department. Many have become
mainstays including GoPro cams which no longer
appear solely on helmets. These tiny devices may
also be secured on gloves or on top of a jacket. This
enables the filmmaker to shoot from “different
points of view,” Malin says.
If there’s a four-legged friend at home waiting
to be pampered, check out the pet section. Mom
isn’t the only one who craves the quilted fabric of
Barbour. Your pooch will sleep better on a Barbour
bed. To supplement nature’s fur coat, an adorable
down coat, replete with treat pocket, awaits.
The warmth at Kenver is twofold. It manifests
first in the heartfelt welcome echoing that offered
to stagecoach travelers of yesteryear. Today, coffee
and cider are available adjacent to the entrance and
apples are piled high on the counter. On the lower
level, heat emanates from the hearth.
Vacationers coming to the area for the first time
stop at Kenver, benefiting from expert advice on
the appropriate gear. Customers who arrived first
as toddlers, return, sometimes bringing offspring in
tow. There are numerous third and fourth generation families among the cherished clientele.
In anticipation of a fun-filled winter, the topic
of snow – how much and when – adds excitement
to the mix. Guess the date, time and amount of the
first snowfall and the lucky winners will reap the
rewards. •

In the snowboard department, hip graphics adorn
the season’s offerings geared especially for young
snowboarders. Malin points to the Burton Chopper; its new design results in far fewer spills and
greater enjoyment of the sport. “It’s a better learning experience now, the best time to learn,” he says.
The pièce de résistance in ladies outerwear is the
fox-trimmed Mountain Force parka. Kenver owner
Lucinda Fenn-Vermeulen dons one, extolling its
virtues. The down lining is “mapped.” This refers
to the strategic placement of down, eliminating
bulk in key areas. “It minimizes the hip, accentuates the waist,” she says. “The four-way stretch is
more fitted and feminine because there’s give to the
fabric.” Utilitarian features are gracefully disguised;
a storage area is hidden in the back.
A surprise awaits in the après-ski boot department. Fenn-Vermeulen pulls out a small white
plastic tool, inserting it under a panel in the sole of
a sleek black Pajar model and voilà, tiny cleats ap- For more information go to www.kenver.com, or phone the
pear, ensuring a safer stroll on the ice. “I wore these store at (413) 528-2330 and email at info@kenver.com.
everyday last year walking Bear (the friendly standard poodle by her side whose only resemblance to
his namesake is the color black).”
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In Millerton you can eat, drink, shop, & be entertained!
Come to Millerton: we
have it all! Visit one of
these businesses to shop
to your heart’s content,
be entertained for
hours, dine and drink!
By shopping locally
you support not only
the local economy but
specifically you support
the local businesseses that provide our
services, feed our
stomachs, quench our
thirsts, entertain us,
clothe us, and are the
fabric of the communities that we live in.
Millerton’s businesses
welcome you!
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Eat & Drink
52 Main
52main.com
Cozzy’s Pizzeria
518-592-1700
Four Bros.
fourbrotherspizzainn.com
Golden Wok
goldenwokmillerton.com
Harney & Sons Tea
harney.com
Irving Farm
Coffee House
irvingfarm.com
Little Gates & Co.
Wine Merchants
littlegateswine.com
Manna Dew
518-789-3570
Oakhurst Diner
518-592-1313
Talk of the Towne
518-789-8255
Trotta’s Liquors
518-789-3535

Entertainment
The Moviehouse
themoviehouse.net

Shopping
22 Main Street Finds
& Design
findsanddesign.com
Agway
awayny.com
Bricblock Auto Parts
brickblockautoparts.com
BW’s Eagle Eye
bwseagleeye.com
Charlotte Taylor
518-592-1800
Christopher Todd
Antiques & Interiors
christophertoddhome.com
Copper Star Alpaca
copperstaralpacafarm.com
Country Gardeners
Florist
countrygardenersflorist.com
Dave’s TV
davestv.net
Ed Herrington’s Inc.
herringtons.com
Elizabeth’s Fine Jewelry
elizabethsjewelry.com
Gilded Moon Framing
& Gallery
gmframing.com
Gilmor Glass
gilmorglass.com
Gordon R. Keeler
Appliances
518-789-4961

Hunter Bee
hunterbee.com
Jennings Rohn Montage
860-485-3887
Kamilla’s Floral
Boutique
kamillas.com
McEnroe’s
mcenroeorganicfarm.org
Meta 44
meta44.com
Millerton Antiques
Center
518-789-6004
Millerton Farmer’s
Market
millertonfarmersmarket.org
Millerton’s Napa
Auto & Truck Supply
napaonline.com
North Elm Home
northelmhome.com
Oblong Books & Music
oblongbooks.com
Riley’s Furniture
rileysfurnitureflooring.com
Saperstein’s
sapersteinsonline.com
Terni’s Store
518-789-3474
The Village Herbalist
tvhmillerton.com

Services & much more
4 Seasons Pool Service
518-789-0591
Amore Nail Spa
amorenailspamillerton.com
Associated
Lightning Rod
alrci.com
Battlehill Forge
battlehillforge.com
Chad’s Hair Studio
518-789-6007
Crown Energy Corp.
crownenergycorp.com
Downey, Haab &
Murphy pllc.
518-789-4442
Eco Builders
845-233-0928
Elyse Harney
Real Estate
harneyre.com
Hair Modern
hairmodernllc.com
Hylton Hundt Salon
hyltonhundtsalon.com
Irondale Schoolhouse
irondaleschoolhouse.org
Kiki’s Nail Salon
518-592-1129
Leslie Hoss Flood
Interiors, Inc.
lestliefloodinteriors.com
Little Red Bird Studio
littleredbirdstudio.weebly.
com

Main Street Magazine
mainstreetmag.com
Mane Street Salon
518-789-3484
Martina Gates
Fotoworks
martinagatesfotoworks.com
Millerton Service
Center
518-789-3462
Millerton Veterinary
millertonvet.com
Moore & More Printing
518-789-4508
Motorworks
themotorworks.biz
NECC
neccmillerton.org
Northeast Fitness &
Wellness
northeastfitness.co
Northeast Millerton
Library
nemillertonlibrary.org
Northeast Muffler
518-789-3669
Northwest Lawn
& Landscape
518-789-0672
Overmountain Builders
overmountainbuilders.com
Salisbury Bank &
Trust Co.
salisburybank.com

Salon K Hair Salon
518-789-4754
Scott D. Conklin
conklinfuneralhome.com
Seagull Roofing
518-789-3342
Steed Home Restoration
steedhomerestoration.com
Steed Real Estate
steedrealestate.com
Strategy Graphics
strategygraphics.com
Swift-ie, llc
swift-ie.com
Taylor Oil Inc.
gmtayloroil.com
The Mllerton News
tricornernews.com
The Music Cellar
music-cellar.com
Thorunn Designs
thorunndesigns.com
Valentine Monument
Works & Sandblast
518-789-9497

power couples

POWER COUPLES:

Dr. Hetson & Dr. Hetson
By CB Wismar
info@mainstreetmag.com
Dr. Jill loves horses … and dogs and cats
and animals in general, and has served on
the Board of The Little Guild of St. Francis in Cornwall, CT for as long as she
can remember. “I think it’s in my DNA.
Every year I’d ask for a horse for my
birthday. Finally, my father would ask
me ‘What do you want for your
birthday – aside from a horse?’”
Dr. George loves horsepower …
and making things work and woodworking and playing golf. George
really loves playing golf. “I really did
think about going pro … but I was
discouraged to a good end.” On a rather
circuitous journey, George and Jill ended
up with a widely respected dentist firm in
Kent, Connecticut.
Days filled with their mutual practice
and evenings and weekends filled with
their other passions leave George and Jill
Hetson only one mutual regret – there just
aren’t enough hours in the day. With none
of the typical, overpowering impatience of
classic “Type A” personalities, they manage to squeeze several vocations into two
parallel lives, and truly enjoy the gentle
chaos.
The moment of truth for George

George Hetson did not start his career as
a dentist. Growing up in New Jersey, he
spent summers as a caddy at nearby golf
clubs while still working in the family paint business, Purity Paint. A great
moment of decision came when, high
school diploma in hand, he had to decide
where to attend college. Yale would have
welcomed him, for not only was he a good
student, but he was a “scratch” golfer at
age 18 and would have had an immediate
impact on the Eli golf team.
Instead, George went to Tufts outside
of Boston. No golf team. Not even a golf
club, but a school that provided a strong
education for a young man destined to
be … a paint chemist. When he left with
a Master of Science degree in chemistry,
little did he know that several years later
he would be back on campus.

Above: Jill Hetson
with one of her
‘rescue’ horses,
and George Hetson with his 1950
Buick Roadmaster.

George the talker

This is no “high school sweethearts” story.
Jill Hetson also grew up in New Jersey,
but traveled to Massachusetts for her
undergraduate degree at UMass, Amherst.
From college, it was back to New Jersey
and to work fitting contact lenses for an
eye doctor. For her, life changed in a major
way the evening that her father, who had
George’s father as a client, came home one
night with a modest confession. He had
given Jill’s phone number to the young
chemist who had gone to great lengths
that day to explain a machine he had
crafted that could measure the “thermal
conductivity of thin films.” It seemed
young George Hetson was a talker, and
when he had finished with his explanation, Jill’s father had responded with: “You
should meet my daughter.”
George and Jill’s courtship

Their courtship began on the phone. For
over a month, they would talk, set a date
to meet each other, then (according to Jill)
George would have something to do at
work, and he would cancel.
When the day finally came, no fireworks went off. No angel choir sang and
the earth did not change its orbit. Jill and

George didn’t really like each other that
much. She thought he was “strange.” He
thought she was “weird.” It could have
well been the end of a very short story.
But for reasons that will elicit a gentle,
knowing smile from both of them, the
phone calls persisted … and so did the
dates. “We were married within a year,”
recalls Jill. “We shared interests in skiing
and hiking, and almost every weekend we
would get out of the city and drive into
the countryside of upstate New York and
nearby Connecticut.”
George is quite direct in his reflection.
“I really have no affinity for the city.” It
was an opinion that would be actualized,
only after a rather complicated series of
events.
Life changes

In summary, George decided to go to dental school. Jill was working. They lived in
New Jersey. And, although NYU was close
and Fairleigh Dickinson University even
closer, George opted to return to Boston
Continued on next page …
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and Tufts, where Jill changed careers and
worked as an orthodontic assistant while
he studied.
When they returned to New Jersey
with his newly minted Doctor of Dental
Medicine (D.M.D.) degree, it became
Jill’s turn to pursue dentistry. Off she went
to Fairleigh Dickinson after taking a few
chemistry courses to prepare for the course
load. “She’d be valedictorian in any school
she went to,” offers George with great
respect. “She never got an A-minus.”
So why the Northwest corner?
Why Kent?

“We were looking for a practice to buy,
and a broker told me about a practice
in Kent, Connecticut.” George is very
straightforward about how he and Jill
came to Kent over 30 years ago. It was all
because of the weather. “I was going to
play golf with my dad, when the broker
called and said I had to look at a practice
in Kent. I said I wasn’t interested. When
the broker told me it was going to rain,
I still wasn’t interested. We’d play in the
rain. When he said with great authority
that there would be lightning and thunder
– and suggested I watch the weather on
TV to prove it – I called and asked my dad
if he wanted to drive up to Connecticut
since only fools play golf in a lightning
storm.”
They commuted for years. Jill in New
Jersey in dental school. George in Kent
establishing the new dental practice. They
agree that the move was absolutely the
right one. “I’d have a hard time picking a
better place to live,” says George. “I simply
love living here,” offers Jill, who cites the
genuine caring of a small town community and the ways in which people come
together to support each other.
“When our daughter Rachael was
born and we brought her home from the
hospital, there was Gail Oslin-Leo from
The Villager at the front door with a tray
of food. ‘Don’t even bother to wash the
dishes’ she said. ‘We’ll come back and pick
them up in a couple days.’”
Perhaps because of the widely diverse
backgrounds that led them to practicing
dentistry in Kent, or perhaps because of

their active imaginations and their remarkable skill sets … or because of all of the
above, Jill and George still have the challenge of time. There is never enough to get
everything done.
A love of animals

The three horses, Toby, Mia and Gypsy,
in the beautifully constructed barn behind
their home are all “rescues,” as are Reagan
and Belle, two wonderfully friendly dogs
and Butterfly, who acts more like her
canine “co-habitors,” and Truffle, the
family cats. “I love riding and simply
being around the horses” professes Jill.
“Our daughter Rachael is the same. She
captained the equestrian team at Kent
School while in high school. She’s at Rollins College, now and sadly, they have no
equestrian program.”
Jill’s involvement with The Little Guild
of St. Francis is reflective of her care and
concern for animals. Watching her interaction with the animals around her, it’s not
difficult to see how she lives out the philosophy of The Little Guild: “We believe
in the intrinsic worth of all living things
and recognize in particular, the unusually
long and close association humans have
had with dogs and cats.”
And a love of cars

George’s love of cars and working with
wood date back to a childhood of curiosity
and exploration. “My father sent me out
into the varnish yard when I was 12 or 13.
He wanted me to clean it up, and rather
than just throw things away, I became
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curious how the discarded pumps and motors worked. Soon I was ordering parts and
rebuilding them. It was second nature.”
These days, part of George’s relaxation
is to work on the cars that fill his five bay
garage or the equipment parked carefully
behind the barn. “I’m self taught. I just
love to figure out how things work. My
maternal grandfather was a genius with his
hands. I just inherited the inclination and
the interest.”
George can re-do the brakes on his
classic 1950 Buick Roadmaster as easily as
he can make an elegant oak dining room
table or, for that matter, fade a lengthy
tee shot on a golf hole and hit a chip and
a putt to finish with a birdie. Eye-hand
coordination? A natural instinct that mirrors ‘The Tao of Physics’? George is almost
self-deprecation. “It’s just fun.”
Two parallel lives. Two parallel careers.
At the end of the day, how do they find
the separation needed for couples to stay
happily together for 36 years?
“The practice is the practice, and when
we need a second set of eyes or a different
opinion we consult,” offers George. “We
just like being together,” offers Jill. •
To learn more about the Hetsons and or to reach
them, you can visit www.drgeorgehetson.com.

Above: Dr.
Hetson and
Dr. Hetson’s
dental practice sign.

Housatonic

Whatever the weather,
you can count on
Herrington Fuels.

fine art & custom framing
on-site custom framing • conservation technique
posters • prints • photography
trade programs • free estimates • affordable cost

(518) 325-6700

herringtonfuels.com
Servicing the Taconic Hills Area

860.619.8097

sssfineart@hotmail.com
18 kent road south, cornwall bridge, ct
hours: sat 10am-4pm • by appointment sun-fri

Propane • Heating Oil • Heat Systems • Service/Repair • Tank Monitoring •
24/7 Emergency Service • Diesel/Kerosene • Wireless Services

POULTRY FARM & MAR
S
’
O
R
T
KET
T
A
Our own
U
Q farm-raised
chickens • pheasants
ducks • geese
venison • capon

sweet william’s bakery

QUATTRO’S BEER WALL
now selling craft
beer growlers

Order your Christmas Goose!
VISIT OUR FARM
& CUSTOM
BUTCHER
VISITSTORE
OUR FARM
STORE
SHOP
QUALITYVALLEY
MEATS
RT.FOR
44, FINE
PLEASANT
RT. 44, PLEASANT
VALLEY
• (845) 635-2018
(845)
635-2018

pastries • espresso • desserts

buttery goodness
and really great coffee.
860.435.8889
19 Main Street • Salisbury CT 06068

POULTRY FARM & GOURMET MARKET

It’s time to come up with a strategic marketing plan for 2016
Did you make a New Year’s Resolution for yourself? What about a resolution for your business? In your business resolution, did you set focused
and strategic goals for the coming year? If not, you really should.
With the new year comes the time to create a strategic business plan outlining your desired growth for the year ahead. There’s no better time to sit
down and plan than now, and that specifically includes a marketing plan.
Your new plan should include examining your existing customer base,
targeting your desired audience and examining how best to reach them as
well as continuing to reach your existing customer base, re-branding and
or re-positioning yourself, creating new marketing materials, examining
your SEO effectiveness, social media efforts – and so the list goes on. Or
you can give us a call and have us help you with these crucial items.

SERVICES:
Graphic Design | Branding | Marketing
Identity Systems | Print Design | Websites
Environmental Graphics | Apparel Design
Hosting & SEO | Social Media | Photography

A strategic and focused marketing plan with clear and concise graphics
will most certainly help you to reach your 2016 business goals.

518.592.1135 | thorunn@thorunndesigns.com | www.thorunndesigns.com | 52 Main Street, Millerton, NY
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Providing tree care, removal, and fall application
ofwww.RaceMtTree.com
high-quality soil supplements to prepare
your trees for winter.

THORNHILL
FLOWER

& GARDEN SHOP

DISTINCTIVE FLORAL DESIGNS
Hours: Monday–Saturday, 9–5
15 Academy Street, Salisbury, CT 06068
860 435-2348 or 866 870-2348
www.thornhillflower.com

Providing professional tree care to the landscapes of
The Berkshires in Massachusetts, Connecticut, and New York.

(413) 229.2728

www.RaceMtTree.com

(413) 229.2728

Happy Holidays from
Hollis Gonerka Bart LLP
Employment, business, and intellectual property law
for businesses, entrepreneurs and executives

“The preferred choice for clients who want to maintain healthy vibrant hair”

P.O. Box 555
3 Columbus Circle, 15th floor
Pine Plains, New York 12567
New York, New York 10019
518-771-3031
646-398-0066
www.hgbllp.com

High-end style without the high-end price
Free personalized consultations for cuts, style, and color
Call for an appt. 860.435.8086 • 199 Main Street, Salisbury, CT 06068

The fireplaces are lit!

The perfect way to "sweeten up"
the holiday season!

Host your holiday gathering
at The White Hart
starting at $20 per guest

THE

WHITE HART
ON SALISBURY TOWN GREEN • EST. 1806

Crown Maple Trio

Bourbon
Barrel Aged

An elegantly packaged delicacy that brings
the award winning Crown Maple Syrup to
your corporate partner's table.
www.crownmaple.com/promotions
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Stop in for lunch or dinner
7 days a week
15 UNDER MOUNTAIN ROAD
SALISBURY • CT 06068
860 435 0030
WHITEHARTINN.COM

travel

Adventures & misadventures:

kampala, uganda: part one
By Melissa Batchelor Warnke
info@mainstreetmag.com
As we quickly approach 2016, our minds may begin to
drift and to think about our next getaway, adventure
and vacation. And who can fault us that? It’s winter
and we’re in the Northeast – daydreaming of an exotic
land is an easy thing to do. In this first installment
of two, Melissa shares her adventures in Kampala,
Uganda.
“Absolutely hell no,” I thought as I surveyed the
sticky hotel room quite a long ways down a dirt
road from the small city of Jinja, three hours north
of Uganda’s capital city, Kampala. I’d flown from
Rwanda to Kampala, taken a bus, a boda boda (a
motorcycle taxi, on which you grab the driver’s
waist and pray), then stayed overnight at a hostel,
another bus, another boda boda. And now I was
here, at the source of the Nile River, just what I’d
come to see.
I hadn’t seen that old river yet, though; I’d only
seen my hotel room. Yes, the floor was scattered
with dead bugs, the blankets were crusted with dirt,
and there were no other guests in view, but it was
something much less defensible than hygiene, never
a dominant personal concern, that had me running
for the hills: I had a creepy feeling. My friend, who
would be arriving in a few hours from Kenya, and I
both didn’t have working phones. But I handwrote
her a note and went on foot looking for Somewhere
Else. More on that later.
Cultural differences

The day and night I’d spent in Kampala by myself
had been a release, especially after six straight

Above: Two Ugandan women chatting and hanging out in Kampala. Below: The
bus station in downtown Kampala, where buses wait for travelers.

months in Rwanda, a place I’d been doing research
in and about for eight years. Rwanda is a gorgeous
country with many kind and curious citizens, but
politeness and propriety rein. Many Rwandans
speak so quietly you have to lean close to hear
them. Most live inside walled compounds. Once
I went out to dinner with a Rwandan friend who
received a call. ‘What are you up to?’ I’d heard
the voice on the other line say, and my friend said
something like “I’m on the bus to Musanze.” That
sort of misdirection happened often.
There’s no room for American wildness in
Rwanda, nor for confrontation, nor hurt feelings,
nor even noise. Too much had happened, and now
the people wanted peace. If the price was expression, well, then that’s what was paid. Kampala is
crowded, dirty, diverse, loud, swindling; it’s the
kind of place where you’ll get sold a watch that
stops working before you’re out of the store. There
are 1.2 million people who live there, and life is
performed outside; even the busy road from the airport is lined with life, from people flipping chapatti
(fried bread) to bathing their children to hemming
their skirts.
Walter’s Boda Boda Tour

In Kampala, make Walter’s Boda Boda Tour the
first stop. Everywhere you’d want to go, Walter will
take you. He’s an amiable young guy who picks
you up at the airport and whips you around town
Photo source: istockphoto.com contributor egadolfo

Photo source: istockphoto.
com contributor P-ierre

for less than $40 for six hours, including admission
to all the sights and airport pickup. By boda boda,
you’ll scoot through the downtown, including the
massive Old Kampala bus stop. There’s a certain
musicality to the rhythms of the hundreds of buses
moving in and out, narrowly avoiding passerbys
trading cash for change or trying to sell trinkets
that would be useless to someone embarking on
a bus trip (clothes hangers, for instance). Walter
brings you downtown, to Idi Amin’s torture chamber, the Gaddafi Mosque, markets, a Bahai temple,
and any other sites a newcomer might like to see.
There’s no reliable public transport in Kamapala, and it’s an unwalkable city; if you refuse to
ride on a boda boda, you’ll be stuck with a high taxi
bill. On the other hand, if you ride on a boda boda,
there’s a chance that you’ll meet your maker earlier
than you’d like, as the drivers weave in and out of
traffic at 60 km an hour. And yet, in all their years
of operation, Walter’s boda bodas have never had
any sort of accident. According to Walter, anyway.
To be continued next month…•
Tune in next month for Melissa’s second piece on her Ugandan travels, this time to the Nile River. Although located
in the same country, she said comparing Kampala to Jinja
and the area around the Nile is much like comparing New
Orleans to the Grand Canyon.
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High Quality
Commercial Printing.

One-of-a-kind natural
portraits to cherish
Families, Pets, Events

(518) 329-6239

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Digital & Offset
Newsletters
Brochures
Catalogs
Stationary Packages
Pocket Folders
Calendars
Invitations
Direct Mail

bd@bdocktor.com • bdocktor.com

691 River Street
Troy, NY 12180
P 518.272.8881
F 518.272.8935
www.snyderprinter.com

tristate antique
restoration
SPECIALIZING IN ANTIQUE
FURNITURE RESTORATION

Fine Wines & Spirits • Custom Engraving
Gift Cards & Custom Gift Baskets
Tel: 845.373.8232 • Fax: 845.789.1234
5058 Route 22, Amenia, NY 12501
Open 7 Days: Mon–Sat 10am–7pm, Sun 12–5pm

Wishing you
joy this holiday
season...
and maybe less snow
this year
bankofmillbrook.com
(845) 677-5321

5094 route 22 amenia
3263 franklin avenue millbrook
2971 church street pine plains
11 hunns lake road stanfordville
MEMBER FDIC
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CONALL HALDANE | proprietor
191 wiltsie bridge road | ancramdale, ny 12503
518 329 0411 | www.tristateantiquerestoration.com

332 Main street | po box 1749
LakeviLLe, ct 06039
t: 860.596.4063 | f: 860.596.4091

www.churchillbuildingcompany.com

business snapshot

Thornhill Flower and Garden Shop

SoDelicious HomeMade Bakery

Thornhill Flower and Garden Shop is family owned and operated. They are committed to providing the highest quality flowers, plants, and gifts available at the fairest
prices possible. Every customer is important to them and they strive to give their
utmost professional attention to every single order. The entire staff is dedicated to delivering the highest level of customer service and creativity. To back it up, they offer a
“100% Satisfaction Guarantee.” If for any reason you’re not satisfied with your floral
purchase, they will cheerfully replace it – straightforward – without question. You can
rest assured when you place an order with Thornhill that your satisfaction guarantee
is always included. Whether you need flowers delivered around the world or just
around the corner, the friendly staff is here to help. Their experienced professional
floral consultants are always happy to help you select the perfect floral expression.
You can also share your list of special occasions that you wish to be reminded of with
them – they won’t let you forget any of them. The staff joyfully notifies you of your
special dates or occasions by email or phone. Call today and give them your list, or
register online and set yours up today. They won’t let you forget anyone!

Stacey Spence Grimsley is the proprietor and pastry chef of SoDelicious HomeMade
Bakery, located on the Green in Kent, Connecticut. The business has been up and
running since April of this year and is thriving due to the ecstatic clientele spreading
the word about this sweet establishment. The philosophy of SoDelicious HomeMade
Bakery is based on the mantra: pure, simple, delicious. Nothing is pre-packaged,
scooped from a bucket, nor pulled out of a box. Everything that comes out of Stacey’s
kitchen is made in her kitchen like her puff pastry, graham cracker crumbs, and
vanilla extract. She uses only high quality natural ingredients like European butter,
Valrhona chocolate, and gluten free organic oats. The bakery offers a wide array of
delectables, as well as freshly roasted coffees, teas, and hot cocoa made from a family
recipe. An extensive menu can be found on the bakery’s website. They happily encourage special orders as the menu at the bakery changes regularly. Stacey, a dog lover,
will soon be including dog cookies in the bakery fare, the proceeds of which will be
donated to area shelters. She believes in building relationships and looks forward to
having new faces sample and enjoy the best that her bakery offers.

Bain Real Estate

Pieces

In 1972 David Bain started with Devoe Real Estate and 10 years later opened his
own shop with the (rather long) name of David L. Bain Real Estate Investments.
This was soon shortened by answering phone calls to a simpler, “Bain Real Estate.”
Over the ensuing 33 years, offices were added in Sharon and West Cornwall and 14
associates to cover the 14 towns in Northwest Connecticut, and some of Dutchess
and Columbia Counties in New York. Bain Real Estate is a full service real estate firm
specializing in the second home market, summer and year round rentals, and they
handle the local commercial markets. They are a small family business. David’s sonin-law is his partner and they feel and act like a family, helping one another instead of
competing. They meet once a week as a group to solve listings and selling problems
and ensure that they offer the best ethical and professional services in the market to
their clients. The market took a severe hit in 2008 and many of their clients were
hurt. It has been a slow path to recovery and now they look forward to continued
slow improvement. For more information please call or visit the user-friendly Bain
Real Estate website.

New places to shop are always fun and you are about to hit the shopping jackpot!
Pieces opened its doors in May of 2014 in Pine Plains, New York. The store is tucked
back from the road, but you can’t miss the bright green sign at the end of the driveway.
Today, the adorable shop continues to find its niche. Annie Jones, owner, is happy
to say that the reaction when people walk in to the little, out-of-the way boutique
is extremely positive. Pieces offers unique and high quality furniture, home decor,
artwork, lighting, jewelry, and most recently some ladies clothing – also in the unique
and somewhat funky genre. Pieces is not only a place to find some wonderful elements
for your home, but a great local spot to pick up a quick, yet thoughtful gift. New
inventory arrives often so don’t let your visits get too few and far in between. In the
near future, Pieces is planning a “Men’s shopping night” and a separate “Ladies shopping night” for the holidays. To learn more about the shopping nights, please like their
Facebook page and keep an eye out for dates and times. You are also welcome to stop
by Friday through Sunday, 10am to 4pm. Annie looks forward to meeting you!

15 Academy St., Salisbury, CT. (860) 435-2348. Find them on
Facebook. www.thornhillflower.com

Home, land, commercial, and rental real estate. Kent office: 21 N.
Main Street, Kent, CT. (860) 927-4646. www.bainrealestate.com

1 Kent Green Blvd., Kent, CT. (860) 592-0743. Find them on
Facebook. www.sodelicioushomemade.com

Refined home decor with many objects of interest. 2816 Church St.,
Pine Plains, NY. (914) 388-0105. Like Pieces on Facebook.
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the monthly advice columns

INSURING YOUR WORLD
The holiday season is upon us and I’m sure work parties
are being arranged as well as family parties. If you are a
restaurant or caterer, be sure that you have the appropriate
product liability and liquor legal coverage in place before
serving these parties. Another question to ask your insurer
is if you are covered for parties that are done off the restaurant or caterers’ premises. Many policies have a designated premises exclusion which only allows for coverage
on the designated premises! Also note that if you are offering rides for those that have been drinking alcohol, be sure
that you have the appropriate coverage while transporting
your customers, you don’t want to get into an accident and
not be insured for damages to the passengers you are carrying! If you are just a plain old “Joe,” having a Holiday or
New Years party, the same issues apply. All homeowners’
policies cover for host liquor liability as long as no charge
is being made for the liquor. And let’s not forget to give
someone a ride home even if they are not drunk, yet have
been drinking. A designated driver is a must these days at
any party. Happy Holidays to all!

Kirk Kneller
Phone 518.329.3131
1676 Route 7A, Copake, N.Y.

Brad Peck, Inc.

Dollars & sense
Holiday spending can leave shoppers in the red, but it doesn’t have to. “Simple planning will keep the season festive and help you control your budget,” says Bank of
Millbrook Executive Vice President Stacey Langenthal.
To keep your spending within your means, consider the following tips:
• Develop a budget. Determine how much you can spend and make sure to
include costs like postage, gift wrap, decorations, greeting cards, food, travel, and
charitable contributions.
• Make a list and check it twice. Limit your gifts to family and close friends.
• Be creative. Home-baked goods, simple crafts or hand-made gift certificates
for your time or talents are often less expensive and more appreciated than what
you might buy.
• Spend carefully. Avoid shopping while rushed which can lead to overspending.
• Avoid traps. Finding a spectacular sale on something you’ve been wanting can
throw you off course, and don’t apply for store credit cards to get a one-time
discount.
• Use credit wisely. Limit the use of credit for holiday spending. Pick a date
when you can pay off your holiday credit card bills, and commit to paying off the
balance by that time.
• Save your receipts. Not only will you need them for possible returns, you’ll
need them to keep track of what you’ve spent and to compare with your credit
card statement.
Bank of Millbrook is committed to helping you handle credit responsibly and save
for the future. If you don’t have one already, make it a New Year’s resolution to open
a Christmas savings account for next year!
Stacey M. Langenthal
Executive Vice President
(845) 677-5321 x102
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Top Holiday Gifts for Pets
Pets are often treasured members of the family, and what better way to include
them in holiday celebrations than with gifts of their own? To keep that excitement
going, get your pet a gift they can really enjoy, such as:
Toys: Toys are always top holiday gift choices, particularly items that are colored or
themed to match the holiday. Puzzle-style toys can keep your pet interested as they
seek out hidden treats, and any new toy will provide great stimulation to keep them
happy. Be sure all toys are safe for your pet.
Food: From gourmet, seasonal treats to new chew bones to a special, tasty meal,
food is always a great gift. Do not change your pet’s diet drastically for the holiday,
because the gift of digestive trouble and stomach problems they may give back to
you won’t be quite as welcome. Similarly, avoid giving pets human treats.
Supplies: Any holiday can be a great occasion to give your pet new or upgraded
supplies, such as a new leash, a new litter box or scratching post, to name a few.
Grooming: Grooming is essential for a pet’s health, and it can help them look
their best for a holiday. Invest in a good bath, clipping if necessary, and nail trim
to help your pet feel better, and don’t forget a few holiday photos to show off their
spiffiness.
Attire: Different types of clothes for pets are always popular holiday gifts, and practical items such as booties to help an elderly pet gain traction on a slippery floor, a
rain coat for a pet that loves to be outside, a sweater or jacket for cold weather, or
even a life jacket for boating pets can all be great choices to help pets enjoy different activities.
The best gift of all: The single best gift for a pet is your love. Even though
schedules can be hectic during holidays, take the time to play with your pet, cuddle
them, and otherwise let them know you haven’t forgotten about them. That gift
will keep on giving as they return your affection all year round.

Phone 518-789-4471
Route 22 Millerton, NY
www.agwayny.com

Health and Beauty
HOLIDAY STYLE TIPS FOR ALL OF YOUR FESTIVITIES
For your holiday festivities you may want to spice up your look. Here are some things
to keep in mind for your party prep:
· Always start with a clean, moisturized face so your makeup will stay fresh and
stay put.
· When adding shimmer, don’t overdo. Choose shimmer for either eyes or lips,
but never both.
· You might also add a touch of shimmer to your cheeks, but avoid your neck.
· For eye shimmer, stay centered on the lid above the iris and on the inner corner
of the eye.
· For a smoky eye, use dark grey or dark brown eyeliner around the eye, smudging
the top lid. Then use a light grey or matte mauve shadow between lid and brow.
· The finishing touch for eyes is a volume producing black mascara.
· Choose the correct shade of red lip color for elegance, but use a light touch
when applying. These colors will enhance your black, grey or shimmery holiday wear
and make it special.
· Finally, softly defined, loose curls are the top trend for your long hair this season.
You can achieve this by wrapping sectioned hair around the entire outside of your
curling iron, holding the ends away from the iron. Then spray and don’t touch! This
gives the hair a less formal curl, and it will last all evening.
Remember, your professional stylist is always happy to help. Happy Holidays!

Janice Hylton & Bonnie Hundt
Route 44 East, Millerton, NY
518.789.9390. hyltonhundtsalon.com

LISTINGS:
ANIMAL CARE, ETC.
Agway
518 789 4471
agwayny.com
Millerton Veterinary Practice
518 789 3440
millertonvet.com

North East Muffler
518 789 3669

CARPENTRY/BUILDER

Northwest Corner Classic Cars
860 596 4272
northwestcornerclassiccars.com
Ruge’s Subaru
rugesauto.com

Churchill Building Company
860 596 4063
churchillbuildingcompany.com
George Lagonia Jr. Inc.
518 672 7712
lagoniaconstruction.com

Petpourri
845 435 8833

Sharon Auto Body
860 364 0128

Rhinebeck Equine
845 876 7085
rhinebeckequine.com

Nailed It Building & Construction
518 929 7482
naileditbuilding.com

CAFES & FOOD & WINE

Over Mountain Builders
518 789 6173
overmountainbuilders.com

ANTIQUES

52 Main
518 789 0252
52main.com

Millerton Antiques Center
518 789 6004

Cascade Spirit Shoppe
845 373 8232

Tristate Antique Restoration
518 329 0411
tristateantiquerestoration.com

Charlotte’s Restaurant
845 677 5888
charlottesny.com

FARMS & FARMING

APPLIANCES

Church Street Deli
518 329 4551

Madava Farms
crownmaple.com

Country Bistro
860 435 9420
thecountrybistro.com

Northern Dutchess Agriculutral
Contracting, Inc.
845 532 2152

Cozzy’s Pizzeria
518 592 1700

Quattro’s Poultry Farm & Market
845 635 2018

Darren Mercer Architect
914 391 4490

Harney & Sons Fine Tea
518 789 2121
harney.com

Ronnybrook
518 398 6455
ronnybrook.com

Dixon Studio
860 227 9205
jtdixonart.com

LaBonne’s Market
860 435 2559
labonnes.com

Walbridge Farm Market
845 677 6221
walbridgefarm.com

Gilded Moon Framing & Gallery
518 789 3428
gmframing.com

Lia’s Mountain View
518 398 7311
liasmountainview.com

ELECTRICAL

Housatonic Fine Art & Custom Framing
860 619 8097

Pine Plains Fine Wines
518 398 7633

Kathy Wismar
612 240 4654

Salisbury Breads
860 435 8835
salisburybreads.com

Gordon R. Keeler Appliances
518 789 4961
ART & DESIGN
Darlene S. Riemer, Architect
845 373 8353

Marq Reynolds Photography
860 597 2870
Martina Gates Fotoworks
martinagatesfotoworks.com

Salisbury Wines
860 435 1414
salisburywines.com

Salisbury Artisans
salisburyartisans.com

Sharon Package Store
860 364 5760

Snyder Printer
518 272 8881
snyderprinter.com

SoDelicious HomeMade Bakery
860 592 0743

AUTOMOTIVE

Sweet William’s Bakery
860 435 8889

Factory Lane Auto Repair
518 398 5360

The Boathouse
860 435 2111
theboathouseatlakeville.com

Jack’s Auto Service
845 373 9757
jacksautoservice.com

Trattoria San Giorgio
845 677 4566
trattoriasangiorgio.com

Rafe Churchill
rafechurchill.com

Hudson Valley Harvest
hv-harvest.com

TAURUS (April 20–May 20)
No matter what you do, seek those who agree with
you. The technique is to figure out who will gain
from the work, and how you will prosper.
GEMINI (May 21–June 20)
You have a lot going on at home. Create your own
safe-haven and follow your instincts.
CANCER (June 21–July 22)
You need to get your financial affairs in order, be
disciplined, and not waste money. Get your financials in order ahead of your holiday shopping.

Carlson Propane
800 542 2422
carlsonpropane.com

Paula Redmond Real Estate, Inc.
845 677 0505
paularedmond.com

Crown Energy Corp.
518 789 3014
crownenergycorp.com

SPECIALTY SERVICES

Herrington Fuels
518 325 6700
herringtonfuels.com
Lindell Fuels
860 824 5444
Taylor Oil
800 553 2234
gmtayloroil.com
HOME SERVICES
Associated Lightning Rod
518 789 4603
alrci.com
Eastern States Well Drillers
518 325 4679
easternstateswelldrillers.com

Sharon Hospital
sharonhospital.com
Sharon Optical
860 364 0878
sharonopticalct.com

LIBRA (Sept. 23–Oct. 22)
Even though you get your point across in a fun way,
it doesn’t mean that everyone blindly agrees with
you. You like to be creative and bring joy to those
around you.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23–Nov. 21)
Someone is likely to say something to you that
touches a sore point. But your words bring joy to
your loved ones in ways you can’t imagine.

Kenny Funeral Homes
860 364 5709
kennyfuneralhomes.com
Michael D. Lynch Law
860 364 5505
michaellynchlaw.com
Perfection Fly Reel Company
860 480 0476

Scott D. Conklin Funeral Home
518-789-4888
conklinfuneralhome.com

Sheldon Masonry & Concrete
860 387 9417

Stone & Tile Services
860 824 5192
stonepolishingct.com

Bank of Millbrook
845 677 5321
bankofmillbrook.com

Robert Dweck, MD
Counseling for the
Body & Mind
845 206 9466
robertdweckmd.com
robertdweckmd@gmail.com

Hollis Gonerka Bart, LLP
518 771 3031
hgbllp.com

Madsen Overhead Doors
518 392 3883
madsenoverheaddoors.com

HEALTH & BEAUTY

Lori Hoyt & Co. Salon
860 435 8086

Ghent Wood Products
518 672 7021
ghentwoodproducts.com

Roaring Oaks Florist
860 364 5380
roaringoaksflorist.com

W.B. Case, LLC
860 364 2169

Hylton Hundt Salon
518 789 9390
hyltonhundtsalon.com

Berkshire Products
413 229 7919
berkshireproducts.com

Hussey Painting LLC
860 435 8149
husseypainting.com

Berlinghoff Electrical Contracting
518 398 0810
berlinghoffelectrical.com

WHAT’S YOUR SIGN?
ARIES (March 21–April 19)
Let your light blossom and seek the strength to
start new projects. Always be prepared and remember that you are your own luck-maker.

HOME HEATING, ETC.

John Harney Jr.,
William Pitt Sotheby’s
860 921 7910
williampitt.com

Sheer Illusions Salon
860 364 5111

INSURANCE & FINANCE

Brad Peck
518 329 3131
lofgrenagency.com
Salisbury Bank
800 222 9801
salisburybank.com
LAWN, GARDEN, POOL
Race Mountain Tree Service
413 229 2728
racemttree.com
Up Country Services
860 364 0261
upcountryservices.com
LIFESTYLE & EVENTS
B. Docktor Photography
518 329 6239
bdocktorphotography.com
Catskill View Wedding & Events
518 592 1135
catskillviewweddings.com
SVNA
860 435 0816
salisburyvna.org
The Moviehouse
518 789 0022
themoviehouse.net

The Cord King
845 797 6877
Valentine Monuments & Sandblast
518 789 9497
VK Larson Communications
917 678 7689
vklarsoncommunications.com
STORES
Charotte Taylor
518 592 1800
Country Gardeners Florist
518 789 6440
countrygardenersflorist.com
Crane’s Outdoor Power Equipment
860 824 7276
cranesope.com
Elizabeth’s Jewelry
518 789 4649
elizabethsjewelry.com
Hammertown
hammertown.com
Horse Leap
845 789 1177
horseleap.com
Montage
25 Main Street, Millerton, NY
Pieces
914 388 0105
Saperstein’s
518 789 3365
Sutter Antiques
sutterantiques.com

The White Hart Inn
860 435 0030

Terston
860 927 1255
terston.com

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22–Dec. 21)
The solution to problems is often very simple and is
often so obvious. People in high places get you.

REAL ESTATE

Thornhill Flower & Garden Shop
860 435 2348
thornhillflower.com

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22–Jan. 19)
Work will go well when you know when to participate in a project and when to quit. Don’t make too
big of a deal out of it.

Best & Cavallaro Real Estate
860 435 2888
bestandcavallaro.com

LEO (July 23–Aug. 22)
There’s no reason to feel down nor be ashamed
at any sign of resistance. Examine your finances
because there isn’t any rush and there are plenty of
fish in the sea.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20–Feb. 18)
Many things are making you happy these days. You
feel good coming up with new ways to reach your
goals.

VIRGO (Aug. 23–Sept. 22)
Now is the time to take the lead and finish those
projects! Don’t buy anything other than groceries
though.

PISCES (Feb. 19–March 20)
Things relating to higher education, finances, and
the media are in your favor. But clean up your own
affairs and keep your house in order.

Bain Real Estate
860 927 4646
bainrealestate.com

Copake Lake Realty Corp.
518 325 9741
copakelakerealty.com

Wild Birds Country Store
413 644 9005
wild-birdstore.com
Interested in putting in a listing ad?
Check out our website for details!

Elyse Harney Real Estate
518 789 8800
860 435 2200
HarneyRE.com
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Welcoming
Our New Physicians

to the Community & Medical Staff at Sharon Hospital

Emilia Genova, MD

Michelle Apiado, MD

Kristin Newton, MD

General Surgery

Family Practice

Family Practice

|

|

|

Now Accepting Patients
at
Regional Healthcare
General Surgery
50 Hospital Hill Road
Sharon, CT

Now Accepting Patients
at
Regional Family Care
29 Hospital Hill Road
Suite 1400
Sharon, CT

Now Accepting Patients
at
Kent Primary Care
64 Maple Street
Kent, CT

For more information,
to meet Dr. Genova,
or to schedule an appointment,
please call 860.364.4511.

For more information,
to meet Dr. Apiado,
or to schedule an appointment,
please call 860.364.7029.

For more information,
to meet Dr. Newton,
or to schedule an appointment,
please call 860.927.1133.

Associates LLC | An Affiliate of Sharon Hospital
regionalhealthcareassociates.com

Regional Healthcare Associates | Healthcare. Close to Home.
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